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Foreword

Against this background of economic and social developments, ECN had

They also consider the decisive role the report sets aside for government

and there is a healthy dynamism in the organisation. New people bring

‘2007 was a remarkable year in many respects. In February, Al Gore won

the job of making a valuable contribution to finding clear answers to

- which can make a major contribution to a sustainable energy system by

along the latest scientific ideas and technological discoveries from else-

an Oscar (Best Documentary) for his film An Inconvenient Truth, which

the pressing challenges of our time, which are increasingly staring us in

ensuring that its policies are strong and consistent, communicating a

where, which we need if we are to continue to play a prominent role as a

had already served as a wake-up call, drawing the attention of the public

the face. I note that ECN performed well in 2007: hence the title of this

sense of urgency, and providing clear oversight and proper financial

leading research institution.

and policy-makers to the threat of climate change. The climate was and

new-style annual report, Constructing a Sustainable Future. Our growing

support - to be ‘valuable’. This is encouraging.

continues to be hot news, the high point perhaps being the award of the

partnerships with Dutch and international commercial partners is eviden-

Nobel Peace Prize to Gore and the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

ced by more revenues from licensing agreements, investments in associated

There is a lot of good news regarding the trend in the proportion of sustai-

NRG) is to be set up in 2009. The Supervisory Board hopes to report in

Change (IPCC). Gore and Rajendra Pachauri, representing the IPCC,

companies, joint ventures and contract research. Nationally we’ve adopted

nable energy in our energy supply. The role of wind and solar power has

full that year. As regards pensions, I can report that it has been possible

received the prestigious prize for their efforts to develop and disseminate

the recommendations of the Wijffels Committee, which described ECN as

been growing worldwide by tens of percent a year for some years now,

to achieve substantial index-linking of pensions, not solely from the

the knowledge needed on human-caused climate change so that action

the Dutch energy research centre par excellence – a key role that we are

especially in Germany and Spain. Growth in the Netherlands has been

historical reserves as before but now also from the regular income of an

can be taken to combat it. It is with some pride that I note that the IPCC

increasingly fulfilling.

comparatively small, but the government’s Clean and Efficient programme

economically viable ECN and NRG. I would like to thank the management

will certainly contribute to the transition to a sustainable energy system.

team and all the staff for their impressive and effective efforts in 2007.’

includes ECN scientists working wholeheartedly on the climate problem
(see inset).
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The proposed single holding company with two organisations (ECN and

For example, Energy Vision 2050, published in 2007, in which ECN and

There are plans for more large-scale offshore wind farms, and it is clear

NRG outline an ambitious but realistic scenario for a sustainable European

that onshore wind turbines are essential if we are to meet the govern-

Dr. Ruud Lubbers

Another positive point is that the European Commission and the Dutch

energy system in 2050, has ‘shown the way’ for the energy policy of the

ment’s energy and climate targets. Development of a new incentive scheme

Chairman ECN Supervisory Board

government have set ambitious targets for reducing greenhouse gas

Balkenende administration. The Ministers involved have lauded the study’s

has begun. Technology in the solar power sector is developing remarkably

emissions, increasing the proportion of sustainable energy and speeding

European perspective and underlined the essential role of energy saving

rapidly, with breakthroughs in solar cell technology designed to make solar

up energy saving. An ‘action plan’ for a new climate treaty was agreed in

as the most cost-effective way of reducing CO2 emissions.

power competitive with mains power. Energy from biomass seems to have
been hyped so much worldwide that biomass certification is needed for

Bali in December: by the end of 2009 the world will need to settle on a

the sake of the environment and sustainability, especially in view of the

successor to the Kyoto treaty, containing agreements on reducing emissions, adapting to climate change and technology and funding. Even if it

ECN on the IPCC

is uncertain precisely what will be decided, the fact that a number of

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change is an authoritative intergovern-

problems will be tackled in 2009 is pure gain. Only time will tell if 2007

mental organisation comprising a network of a few hundred scientists. In its

The Clean theme is gaining in significance, with developments including

really was a turning point and whether the world will be able to agree on

last report, the IPCC concluded that we can now be certain that the rise in

a special government task force on the clean use of fossil fuels. Technologies

global emission targets, specific policies and real changes in 2009, but

temperature being observed is largely due to human activity and that while the

for carbon capture and storage (CCS) – an area in which ECN is making

there can be no doubt that the energy and climate problems are now high

consequences are serious, solutions are within reach.

good progress with its SEWGS (sorption-enhanced water-gas shift)

on the political and social agenda.

recent debate on the large-scale use of biofuels.

technology - can play a major role here. The Groningen and Rotterdam
For years, ECN has been closely involved in drafting the reports of IPCC Working

Climate Initiatives are also interesting, promising schemes that could

There have also been developments, however, that have raised my con-

Group III. This Group, which looks at ways of combating climate change, is

make the Netherlands a pioneer worldwide, and ECN is connected with

cerns. In recent years, the demand for energy has been rising faster than

chaired by Bert Metz, Co-Chairman of the Netherlands Environmental

both of them.

expected, concerns about the future supply of energy have intensified, and

Assessment Agency (MNP). In 2005, two staff members of the Policy Studies

the oil price has continued to rise, particularly as a result of the increasing

unit, Heleen de Coninck and Manuela Loos, edited a large part of the Special

Clearly, ECN is operating in a challenging and dynamic environment. I firmly

energy demand in China and India – the oil price even rose above $100 a

Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage, with ECN staff members

believe that ECN can gradually develop into an authoritative European

barrel. This gave fresh impetus to the debate on security of supply and the

Koen Smekens (Policy Studies), Daan Jansen (Hydrogen & Clean Fossil) and

energy research institution in the European arena. We will therefore

need to switch to sustainable energy management.

Bob van der Zwaan (Policy Studies) making major contributions to the content.

continue to endeavour to attract talented researchers and specialists from

Various ECN staffers also made substantial contributions to the recently

the Netherlands and abroad. A large number of staff left Petten in 2007,

published Fourth Assessment Report. ECN will remain involved in the IPCC:

but fortunately an even larger number of Dutch and international staff

Jos Bruggink (Policy Studies), for instance, is a member of the Task Force on

came in to strengthen our staff. Such heavy turnover has its drawbacks,

New Emission Scenarios, which is to develop the next generation of emission

of course, but it is evident that ‘our people’ are very much in demand

scenarios.
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Introduction

Knowledge to the market

‘2007 was a good year for ECN. The multi-year programmes have

The most direct way of bringing knowledge to the market is by working

made progress on a broad technological front, and the marketing of ECN

together with industry and then doing contract research for it, and all the

technology has been accelerated in line with the strategic plan.

units have devoted a good deal of attention to this. Close co-operation

Furthermore, everything points to ECN having a good reputation in the

with industry in the field of advanced industrial heat pumps got under way

outside world.’ For Chairman of the Board Ton Hoff and Deputy Director

in 2007. The Solar Energy and Wind Energy Units have stepped up their

Kees van der Klein there is every reason to be satisfied.

collaborative efforts with international industry, resulting in substantial
contracts. The amount of international interest in these units’ knowledge

Hoff: ‘Doing groundbreaking research that provides strong support for

is remarkable.

the energy transition in the Netherlands and Europe, and marketing the
technology we’ve developed, remains a formidable challenge. I believe we

It is difficult to assign technology transfer successes to a particular year,

have fulfilled that remit in 2007, especially thanks to the creation of the

as research, technological development and transfer are long-term affairs.

Corporate Development Department, which focuses on strengthening

However, the 2007 construction of a demo plant for solar cell wafers in

ECN programmatically and on marketing new technologies in particular.

Broek op Langedijk, which will test the RGS manufacturing technology in

During the past year, ECN has carefully surveyed what technologies could

continuous production, is undoubtedly a milestone. ECN built the demo

find their way to the market, set priorities and then put together a project

plant in collaboration with interesting partners such as Deutsche Solar and

team for each technology.’

Sunergy Investco. Van der Klein: ‘RGS really is a key technology in the
production of silicon wafers for solar cells. It is protected by strong patents

6

This approach has been fruitful, says Kees van der Klein, originator of the

and will have an influence on the growth of the solar cell industry. In other

Corporate Development Department. ‘ECN develops technologies at every

words, it represents a major step forward in marketing our knowledge.’

stage of development, from ideas thought up at a desk to devices for which
ready-to-use technology is sold to industry. The strength of an institution

Another milestone is the decision by Econcern, ECN and Chemfo to build

such as ECN lies in this ‘portfolio’, which enables us to develop the next

a plant for biomass torrefaction (a kind of ‘coffee-roasting process’), the

generation of technologies needed to meet government targets. In recent

BO2 plant. Van der Klein: ‘This is a plant that will produce uniform pellets

years, a remarkable number of technologies developed at ECN have

from various types of biomass on a commercial scale so that these can be

reached maturity. The number of projects on the verge of being transferred

transported easily and used in conversion plants. The commercial appli-

to industry is growing rapidly.

cation of this technology is extremely important and we have great
expectations for it.’ Another remarkable accomplishment is the marketing

‘Doing groundbreaking
research that provides strong
support for the energy
transition remains a
formidable challenge.’
Ton Hoff
Chairman of the Board

While the financial results for 2007 are rather positive, it is important to

of a catalytic converter for removing nitrous oxide (N2O), a greenhouse

note that licensing revenue rose to about 700,000 euros. On top of this,

gas that is over 300 times more potent than CO2. Following extensive

technologies developed by ECN are resulting in economic activity: private-

testing, the technology has been found suitable for end-of-pipe nitrous

sector investments in applications of ECN technology have been estimated

oxide capture in nitric acid plants. ECN’s commercial partner for the first

to amount to a total of around 26 million euros, and nine new patents have

large-scale demonstration is expected to be announced this year.

been registered. There is always room for improvement, but this shows
that taking a different approach to the market is worthwhile.’
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‘ECN needs this and other successes to shape technology transfer’, says

We clearly need more energy research and scope for experimentation in

People management

fresh impetus to the development of management potential. This will

Hoff. ‘We will be entering into more partnerships with companies that will

order to speed up the development of technology to meet our ambitious

The peer review committee made an important comment on the staffing

ensure that ECN has adequate knowledge and experience in this area so

market ECN knowledge and energy technology. Our aim is to market three

climate and energy targets.’

of the research groups, suggesting that they needed to be expanded and

that management posts can be filled quickly when they become vacant.

strengthened in many cases, given their relevance and quality. Although

ECN has also carried out a benchmark comparison of its remuneration

marketing technology, for example by taking a stake in the development

Peer review

this certainly creates problems, Hoff and Van der Klein are in agreement

and fringe benefits with those in other private sector organisations, in

companies. We will only sell the shares once the technology has carved

The quality of current ECN research is high across the board, in some

with this analysis, noting that recruiting new highly qualified staff did

collaboration with the Works Council and the trade unions. Hoff: ‘Based

out a place for itself in the market.’

cases ‘trend-setting’ in Europe. This was the finding of the international

not get any easier in 2007. Hoff: ‘There was substantial growth in staff

partly on the results of the benchmarking, ECN intends to develop a

or four real innovations a year. We also intend to support entrepreneurs in

peer review committees that assessed the quality of the units and the

in 2007 but also a lot of turnover. About 20% of the newcomers are

modern remuneration policy that provides more scope to value particular

Deepening knowledge

organisation as a whole in 2007. ‘Naturally, the confirmation that we are

from abroad, which of course strengthens us in our international

qualities and special performance.’

It goes without saying that ECN’s commercial activities must continue to be

on the right track is gratifying’, says Hoff. ‘The Committees also came up

ambitions. However, it remains challenging to quickly fill vacancies, which

based on its ongoing efforts to deepen its knowledge. The quality must

with some eye-openers that we will certainly take to heart, such as the

sometimes leads to excessive work loads for existing staff. Fortunately,

Expectations for the future

be absolutely clear, not only at the end of the research process, when

recommendation to think deeply about our position in the current arena of

we’ve been able to catch up in some areas, but we certainly need to keep

The inside and outside world will change in 2008. The legal structure of

the technology hits the market, but also early on, at the research stage.

universities and European research institutions, government and industry,

an eye on this matter.’

ECN and NRG is expected to be changed into a holding company with

Van der Klein: ‘We must continue to develop our scientific depth. Wherever

and to base our core values on this and embed them in the organisation

possible, we must co-operate with the universities and attract talented

so that we can promote them consistently.

world, the demand for good, practical and economically viable innovation

research requires top-level staff, and this is the theme of the strategic

will increase, and with it the demand for ECN technology, and ECN will

which ECN submitted to the government in association with three technical

This must of course be guided by our growing ambition to be a powerful

plan and the new people management system that ECN introduced in

therefore be active inside and outside the EU (in the United States, China,

universities. This programme focuses specifically on researching materials

player in European energy research. We also want to have more influence

2007. The three projects that have been launched – the introduction of the

etc.). This offers good prospects for the future, which ECN can look for-

for energy technology development.

on the national agenda, another aspiration that became clearer in 2007.

new job framework, competency management and a new performance

ward to with confidence, owing first and foremost to the great efforts and

young researchers.’ In 2007, this resulted in the ADEM research programme,
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two organisations operating independently but in tandem. Throughout the
ECN is well aware that the organisation’s capital lies in its people. Top-level

ECN has the knowledge, the vision, the overview and the commitment to

and appraisal system – all focus on employee development and career

personal commitment of its staff. Hoff and Van der Klein stress: ‘We can

In February 2008, it was announced that the Sustainable Energy Research

become involved in the public debate more intensively, or better still, to

opportunities, creating greater clarity between employer and employees

look back on a major joint effort which has produced good financial results

Committee, which has been considering a number of research proposals in

crank up the debate and influence it.’

and the ability to offer tailor-made solutions. ECN needs employees who

for 2007. For that, we are greatly indebted to our staff.’

stand out through their knowledge and skills. Initial experience of the new

the sector at the request of the Ministries of Housing, Spatial Planning & the
Environment and Economic Affairs, recommends setting aside 58 million

Public debate

people management system has been good. All jobs will be evaluated in

Ton Hoff, Chairman of the Board

euros for ADEM. Hoff: ‘We’re happy about that, of course – provided it goes

Hoff: ‘ECN took on this role on several occasions in 2007, in particular in

the first half of 2008 to enable the new jobs to be linked to salary scales.

Kees van der Klein, Adjunct Director

ahead, as the money has not yet been set aside in the budget. ADEM is badly

Energy Vision 2050, our ambitious but realistic scenario for the energy

needed to support the transition activities.

system in Europe by the year 2050. Not only has the Vision generated a

The next step is to introduce the new performance and appraisal

lot of publicity, it has also given a fresh impetus to the social and political

system, designed mainly to allow talent at ECN to develop to full maturity.

debate on the energy supply of the future. The government has described

Hoff: ‘Managers are being trained not only to foster the development of

the Energy Vision as ‘showing the way’ for its policy.

knowledge but above all to create an inspirational working environment
for staff. In ECN’s vision, they need to develop a management style that

‘We must continue
to develop our
scientific depth.’
Kees van der Klein
Adjunct Director

Other striking contributions to the public debate were computing the

allows the qualities of employees in the areas such as research, commu-

effects of government policy and the debate we organised on the value

nication, project management, team-building and business development

and necessity of capturing and storing CO2, following the commissioning

to prosper.’

of the SEWGS plant, with representatives from the energy and environment sphere. While this is a good start, we need to take the lead more

In order to implement competency management there will be training

often in 2008, for example in the debate on carbon capture and storage

programmes for various target groups, starting with the research groups.

and the use of first and second-generation biofuels. We’re also thinking

A management development project group is examining possible career

about a follow-up to Energy Vision 2050.’

steps for managers inside and outside the organisation, so as to give a
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‘2007 was a year of raised targets, 20% of sustainable energy by
2020 and an annual energy saving of 2%. The higher targets are due to
growing concern about the security of future fuel supplies combined with a
growing realisation that we need a sustainable society.
Quite right too, as global warming has a lot of repercussions. What we are
seeing now is the result of emissions up to 1980; since then greenhouse gas
emissions have grown faster than projected even in the worst scenario’, says
Remko Ybema, Policy Studies unit manager. ‘It’s high time that the
government made clear choices concerning options for a sustainable society.
Energy and climate policies need to be correct and properly thought out: the
unit can make a contribution here. But speed is of the essence.
Society has become lethargic, but there is sufficient support. What we need
now is action.’
10

‘Many of the requests for advice we receive at the unit come from
the Dutch government, asking such things as ‘How should we tackle this
energy problem?’ We also receive a lot of contracts from the European
Commission, although not automatically’, says Remko Ybema. ‘If ECN wants
a contract we have to tender for it. In the Netherlands, though, we have a
very strong position in certain fields so we are asked for recommendations
almost as a matter of course. That means there are many opportunities
for the unit. If the government is contemplating a new energy white paper
they will often come to us. We don’t implement projects, we give
advice, while retaining our independence. Trust is the basis of the working
relationship between ECN and the government.’

‘Society has become
bogged down,
but there is
sufficient support.’
Policy Studies
Remko Ybema
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Institutional memory

If we really are to reduce the risks of climate change and secure supplies

It was not until 14 March that the SER advised the government to investi-

The 55 staffers of the Policy Studies Unit produced over 120 reports in

of affordable energy in the long term there must be major changes in the

gate all the energy options, i.e. including nuclear power, factually and on

2007. Some were written in a week, others took four years of hard

energy supply. ECN and NRG envisage a mix of sustainable technologies

an equal footing, based on the criteria of reliability, environmental impact,

work. The unit sees a lot of its work published in white papers or other

and clean use of fossil fuels. The Ministers, Maria van der Hoeven

safety and affordability. The results of this investigation should play a role

‘The Policy Studies Unit is a major partner in policy-making for us. It computes the

documents. ‘Take the paper New Energy for the Climate, the Clean and

(Economic Affairs) and Jacqueline Cramer (Housing, Spatial Planning and

in the climate and energy policy evaluation that the government plans

effects of policy, in collaboration with the Netherlands Environmental Assessment

Efficient programme of the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and

the Environment), are now including this vision in the innovation agenda

to conduct in 2010, with a view to setting targets for 2020. Among the

Agency (MNP), and in some cases the Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy

the Environment, for example. It is full of references to ECN. That’s not

for government policy.’

members of the committee that prepared the recommendations, which

Analysis (CPB): last year it examined the government’s Clean and Efficient

included experts from outside the SER, the representatives of the Nature

programme. For the Sustainable Energy Incentive Scheme (SDE), published on

of advice, and we are frequently cited as such in the Dutch House

Nuclear power fact-finding study

and Environment Foundation and Friends of the Earth Netherlands saw no

the web, ECN computed the financial gap (the difference between production

of Representatives. Nor does our expertise come out of thin air: we’ve

We cannot rule out nuclear power either. The Policy Studies Unit conduc-

reason to review nuclear power again in two years’ time, based on their

cost and calculated deprival value) for the various types of sustainable energy,

developed a substantial institutional memory from evaluating many

ted a fact-finding study into the use of nuclear energy for the Social and

estimation of technological development. ‘It shows once again that this is

and we based the amounts of grant aid on these computations. We expect even

previous plans.

Economic Council (SER). The recommendations of the SER committee

a polarised report’, says Ybema. ‘Evidently not everyone is satisfied with

more from the Policy Studies Unit in the coming years. In 2010, it will be evaluating

based on the study should have been published at the beginning of

the conclusions of our fact-finding study. But it does show where the

the Clean and Efficient programme and making fresh forecasts for energy con-

The main shift of the past year is that the focus is no longer solely on a

March 2008, but there was a delay owing to a lack of consensus between

problems lie.’

sumption up to 2020. We also expect ECN to help us with a problem that

business-as-usual scenario with plenty of growth and at most a small

the members.

surprising: the unit aims to be an independent and authoritative source

we’ve been struggling with for some time, i.e. the best way of promoting energy

decrease in the growth of greenhouse gas emissions; there is now much

Ybema is worried about the future. He expects energy to become more

innovation. Say we have 100 million euros to spend on new energy technology:

more consideration for scenarios and visions where overall emissions

expensive, for instance, especially if we do not get on with making the

would it be better to invest it in developing onshore wind energy or solar cells?

energy supply more sustainable. ‘We want to enjoy life as well as having a

What trade-offs are there between the various options? What learning effects are

sustainable society. That is possible, but it means we will have to make

inherent in the various technologies? Gradually we hope to gain a clearer picture

clear-cut choices and sacrifices.’ Ybema is less worried about the future

on these points.

are reduced and the targets are met. A highlight for ECN in 2007 was
12

‘A major partner
in policy-making.’

the publication of Energy Vision 2050, which we wrote in collaboration

‘It’s a privilege to be
so close to the policy-makers.’

with the Nuclear Research and consultancy Group (NRG). Energy Vision
2050 outlines ECN and NRG’s realistic, ambitious and, above all, guiding

‘As a member of the Policy Studies Unit, I’m concerned with energy con-

of the Policy Studies Unit: ‘The demand for studies will grow substantially

scenario for sustainable European energy management in 2050.

sumption by the built environment – homes, offices, shops, schools and so on.

in the years to come, which is good for ECN, of course. I also foresee the

Another area where we expect more from ECN is in developing a measure for

We study total Dutch energy consumption and develop energy scenarios using

unit doing even more monitoring and evaluating. We want to know what

security of supply. Energy policy has three aims: affordability, environmental-

models to examine the trends. For instance, we’re checking whether we are

policies have been really effective so as to further improve the quality of

friendliness and security of supply. The first two are easy to measure, the last one

meeting the climate targets reached in Kyoto. Our models help the government

our recommendations.’

is not. ECN is working together with the Clingendael Institute to develop a good

to weigh up the pros and cons of its energy policy. Take the options document

yardstick, but unfortunately the work is far from finished. ‘The stable development

designed to reduce CO2 emissions, for instance, which includes an optimisation

of the Sustainable Energy Incentive Scheme will be very important in the years to

model: that gives the government tools for achieving carbon reduction, setting

come. SenterNovem is implementing the scheme and ECN is monitoring it. It is

out the various options and what they would cost. Another good example is

important to monitor the scheme carefully and make good projections, as the

computing the effects of the government’s Clean and Efficient programme. Our

success of the scheme will depend on them. The Ministry of Economic Affairs

findings were sent to the Dutch House of Representatives along with the policy

would prefer not to end up in another situation where an incentive scheme has

proposal, and before that I talked to the Minister, Jacqueline Cramer, about it in

to be suspended temporarily. A happy medium needs to be found at all times

person. It’s very nice – a privilege – to be so close to the policy-makers.’

between controlling government funding, achieving a reliable investment climate

Marijke Menkveld

and meeting our policy targets. I also have an aspiration for the unit: I hope they
will continue to be able to attract worthwhile projects based on their strong

Marijke Menkveld studied Technology and Society at Eindhoven University of

position in the international arena. And it would be nice if the subjects they are

Technology. She is a policy advisor in the Energy Consumption, Transport and

assigned in the merry-go-round of international projects coincide with the ones

Built Environment Group of the Policy Studies Unit.

we consider important, such as technological learning effects and a clearer
picture of the international aspects of security of supply!’
Pieter Boot (Ministry of Economic Affairs / International Energy Agency)
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‘Brussels has set high stakes with its sustainable energy targets’, says
Jan Willem Erisman, Manager of the Biomass, Coal and Environmental Research
Unit (BCE). ‘Those targets cannot be met without using biomass as an
energy source. We don’t have a choice when it comes to using biomass: the
answer is yes, but sustainable! In the medium term, biomass that does not
compete with food production will undoubtedly become an important sustainable
energy source and a green raw material for the chemical industry, with
promising opportunities for cutting greenhouse gas emissions.
The unit marketed a number of important second-generation technologies this
year, thus bringing the use of truly sustainable bioenergy like green gas and
BO2 pellets a lot closer. And our catalytic converter for removing nitrous oxide
in nitric acid plants could make a substantial saving in terms of CO2 equivalents.
The development of sustainable biomass will continue worldwide.
Even after a hundred years, fossil fuel use has not yet reached its full potential,
so there is still a lot to discover as regards this new generation of fuels.
The unit can make a worthwhile contribution to the voyage of discovery:
we have an ideal combination of knowledge and technology, not only
for the production of bioenergy but also for computing the environmental
effects and developing sustainability criteria.’

14

‘There’s still a lot
to discover
about bioenergy.’
Biomass, Coal & Environmental Research
Jan Willem Erisman

15

At the heart of the BCE Unit are two research programmes, Biomass
and Coal, and Environmental Research. These programmes involve

‘There is a lot of pressure
to develop
new technology.’

scientific research as well as developing and implementing market-orien-

Green gas
The unit has also been successful with the production of green gas
or Substitute Natural Gas (SNG). The MILENA biomass gasifier was

‘The environment is in a transitional phase. Unfortunately, the climate and air

developed and patented by ECN and converts almost 100% of the biomass

‘Last year, I worked on selecting a process for removing chlorine and sulphur from

quality targets cannot be achieved completely with the technologies currently

into useful gas which is treated by the OLGA technology, which is capable

gas from biomass gasification, to enable it to be used in catalytic converters – for

One of the milestones for the unit was an agreement with Econcern and

available to us, so there is a lot of pressure to develop new technology. New

of removing tars from the gas, thus making it suitable for production of

example, to produce Substitute Natural Gas from biomass (bio-SNG), a green

Chemfo to build the first ‘torrefaction plant’. This demonstration plant

technologies that could meet the targets need to be perfected and brought to

SNG or use in e.g. gas boilers, gas engines and gas turbines.

replacement for natural gas. ECN is currently developing a new process for this,

will produce biomass pellets on a commercial scale that can easily be used

market quickly. ECN is a good partner for the Ministry in this area, marketing new

in conversion plants. ‘Torrefaction is a kind of ‘coffee-roasting’ process for

technology and equipment.

ted technology.

incorporating various steps developed by ECN, such as the MILENA biomass
Erisman: ‘By mixing green gas with natural gas we can achieve a good

gasifier and OLGA tar removal technology. A number of successful experiments

deal of sustainability. Each admixture makes the process more sustainable.

have already been conducted at ECN on a fairly small scale. The challenge now

An example of ECN expertise that could be very useful now is its knowledge of

We believe there is a good chance of introducing green gas, so we’re

is to demonstrate the bio-SNG process on a larger scale and commercialise it.

storage and transport properties with no loss of quality. Torrefaction thus

underground CO2 storage. ECN was already working on this before the subject

aiming at 30% natural gas substitution by 2030. We can use the existing

The Netherlands’ supply of natural gas is estimated to last another 20–25 years,

makes straw and a variety of agricultural residues suitable for use as fuel

came into the spotlight, so they had a head start. Now we need to push ahead

natural gas infrastructure, and cars can run perfectly well on green gas.

so it would be great if bio-SNG were able to replace a large proportion of natural

in coal-fired power stations, and developing it is crucial if we are to use

and gain a better understanding of how we can make this technology useful to

To achieve that quantity of green gas, however, we need to be able to

gas, thus playing a substantial role in meeting the long-term CO2 reduction

biomass for energy supply. Pending the construction of the demonstration

companies, an area where ECN could prove useful yet again.

obtain sustainable biomass from abroad.

targets. After all, the gas infrastructure is already in place.’

The problem of fine particulate matter is urgent. The Netherlands Environmental

We do still have some problems to solve before we can produce green

Assessment Agency is co-ordinating a broad-based research programme, in

gas on a large scale, but the prospects are good, with the building of a

Arjen Boersma studied Chemical Technology at the University of Twente, then

which ECN is looking at the composition of fine particles. This is an important

MILENA pilot plant in 2008. The second-generation technologies for

went on to take the Process Technology Design course. He is a researcher in

part of the programme, as you cannot take targeted measures until you know

transport fuel and chemicals are still at the laboratory stage, though

Electricity and Heat at the BCE Unit.

more about the composition, which requires the development of new technology

we’ve done promising lab studies in which we converted biomass into

and new equipment, by ECN among others. This is essential if we are to meet

bio-inputs for the chemical industry, using a thermochemical process

stricter standards in the near future (e.g. for PM2,5). The Ministry also wanted

based on degasification.’

biomass’, explains Jan Willem Erisman. ‘You process wood or straw, for
example, to produce fuel pellets with a high energy density and excellent

Arjen Boersma

plant, the unit built a pilot plant on ECN premises that can handle 7 tonnes
of biomass a year.’
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‘It would be great
if green gas produced from biomass
could replace natural gas.’

to know the effects of climate policy on air quality, hence on the concentrations
of substances like SO2 and NO x: this is evidently unknown, even in the EU. ECN
has bridged the gap with a very useful quick analysis, including the biomass
aspect. Biomass power stations produce less CO2, but what about NOx, for
example? ECN is now investigating the effects, and we need the findings to
develop our policy.
ECN can also play a major role in the future when it comes to investigating
the possibilities of supplementary policies. For instance, they’re working on
technology to reduce emissions of N2O, a strong greenhouse gas, in nitric acid
plants. That technology needs to be made compulsory as soon as possible, but
the timing is uncertain: when will it be sufficiently reliable? Here again, ECN can
advise us.’
Marjan van Giezen (Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment)
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Environmental research

An international working group headed by ECN was set up in 2007 to raise

ECN has built up a great deal of research expertise in the area of dust

nitrogen on the political agenda. ‘This is necessary, as it has become

dispersal in water and air – knowledge and experience that the

clear in recent years that nitrogen presents an increasing hazard to

Environmental Research Programme has used in the development of

human health, nature, biodiversity and the climate. Artificial fertiliser is a

MARGA, a patented device for continuously monitoring gases and the

major source of nitrogen, and if you want to use more biomass for the

‘The debate on biomass has gained momentum during the past year. The

nable energy. We’ve developed a strong partnership with ECONOMIC

composition of fine particulate matter in the atmosphere. ‘It’s one of our

sake of a more sustainable society you need water, sun and fertiliser. The

main challenge at present is to achieve sustainable production – the future

on this basis. Ecoventures plans to market torrefaction throughout the

successes’, says Erisman. ‘We successfully demonstrated MARGA in the

problem, however, is that artificial fertiliser is only 50% effective, even if

of biomass depends on this. Many advances are still needed in the area of

biomass exporting countries, thus supporting the development of sustai-

United States in 2007 and the MARGA soot monitor has continuously

used properly. Most of the nitrogen ends up in the air, soil and water.’

bioenergy, both at the ‘front end’ (making biomass suitable for further

nable biomass projects in those countries, which is necessary to ensure

monitored soot levels along the A10 Amsterdam ring road.’ Other applica-

Building materials and pollutants are dispersed through the soil and end

processing) and the ‘back end’ (the actual production of biofuel or other

sufficient biomass supplies.

tions are conceivable for these tools: ‘MARGA is now being tested in a

up in the groundwater. This leaching process can be investigated using

products). The problem at the ‘front end’ is that biomass comes in a whole

clean room in Korea. A clean room is a room in a factory where products,

ORCHESTRA, a system that can predict amongst others the potential

host of varieties: it’s often wet, highly scattered and low in density. ECN

We expect no more and no less from ECN than to continue developing

such as computer chips, are manufactured under controlled conditions. If

risks of building residues to groundwater in the long term. Erisman is

have done important work with the torrefaction technology they have

new innovative technologies, which we will market in collaboration with

the tests prove successful, as a spin-off our monitoring devices could also

enthusiastic about the system, which has attracted the interest of both

developed. This gives biomass more homogeneous properties, makes it

them. In other words, they should continue on their chosen path. In this

be useful in the production process.’

policy-makers and industry. The Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning

easier to store and process and increases its energy density. We intend to

way, ECN will benefit from the technologies we are able to commercialise

and the Environment used it in 2007 to set standards.

build the first commercial-scale plant based on this technology in collabo-

in collaboration with them.’

ration with ECN and Chemfo.

Richard van den Broek (Ecofys)

‘ECN had the courage
to start right from scratch
with torrefaction.’

At Ecofys we identify innovative technologies and bring the developer to
the private sector, for example through our sister company Ecoventures,
which specialises in commercialising innovative ideas in the field of sustai-

The unit has been working on environmental issues with Wageningen
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University (WUR) and the Environmental Risk Assessment group for many

At the ‘back end’, where biomass is converted into fuels and chemicals,

years. In 2007, ECN researcher Rob Comans gave his inaugural lecture

gasification will be the leading technology. Econcern intends to build a

‘Natural chemical forms as a basis for values and standards’ on the

biomass gasifier to supply the BioMCN biomethanol plant. Gasification is

occasion of his appointment as professor of Environmental Geochemistry

a tried and tested technology for fossil fuels, another area where ECN are

at Wageningen University. Rob Comans was the thesis supervisor for two

doing a lot of work. Their work on entrained-flow biomass gasification is

ECN researchers who obtained their PhDs from the WUR in 2007: Wouter

particularly high in quality. Industry is already asking us to supply biomass

Huijgen and Joris Dijkstra. Huijgen’s PhD thesis was on the reduction of

gasification projects.

CO2 emissions through mineral sequestration, and Dijkstra’s thesis
concerned a new approach for the prediction of leaching of contaminants.

The two technologies link up in the gasification of torrefied biomass.
What makes ECN’s work on torrefaction so special is that their reactor

Erisman concludes that it was a good year for the BCE Unit too. ‘The unit’s

was designed specifically for this purpose; most of the other initiatives in

staff members achieved a good deal over the past year. Various patents

this area involve plants adapting their existing reactors for torrefaction.

were granted and a lot has been published by and about us. That shows

ECN have tackled the issue from the ground up and had the courage to

that we’re doing the right things and the programme meets the demand

start right from scratch. As a result their reactor is tailor-made – precisely

from government agencies and the private sector. It also enhances our

what a company like Econcern needs.

reputation, enabling us to reach potential clients.’
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‘Support for energy efficiency increased by leaps and bounds in 2007. That’s a good thing,
as energy-saving is and will remain at the heart of achieving a sustainable energy system.
We’ve been saying that for years’, says Peter Alderliesten, unit manager Energy Efficiency in Industry
(EEI). ‘The government has now set an energy-saving target of 2% a year – a highly ambitious plan,
as it involves doubling our current performance. Naturally, the private sector will use the available
technology first, but industry is increasingly aware of the fact that the highest earnings go to the front
runners. Interest in breakthrough technologies is growing as a result.’
EEI has three priority areas in research and technological development: industrial heat
technology, molecular separation technology and process intensification. The first research group’s
activities include the development of industrial heat pumps and the storage and transport of industrial
residual heat. Peter Alderliesten: ‘ECN in Petten made great progress in developing industrial
heat pumps in 2007. We’ve also made substantial headway in setting up a consortium to implement
this technology. The main challenge now is to develop a cost-effective system that provides a
major saving compared with current gas-fired boilers. We’ve completed some very successful
case studies. Producers and end-users in the food, refining and chemical industries will be involved
in its subsequent development.’
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‘Energy-saving is
and will remain the key
to a sustainable
energy system.’
Energy Efficiency in Industry
Peter Alderliesten

An ECN technology that made the news is the thermo-acoustic heat pump. ‘We definitely
made great progress with that in 2007 – indeed; we devoted a great deal of energy to it, using
all the available European manpower at ECN here in Petten. It’s a flexible technology. Industrial
high-temperature heat pumps are an obvious application, and I also envisage good opportunities
in the cooling market. As far as I’m concerned, the strategic plan for the thermo-acoustic pump is
‘full steam ahead!.’
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Virtual institute

The membrane has remained stable for two years now under demanding

EEI is more intensively involved than ever in the virtual Dutch Separation

conditions. The product is developing so well that we will be looking for

Technology Institute (DSTI), a partnership of government, universities,

partners with which to develop it further this year. We want to get it on the

knowledge institutions and industry. In the Mild Dewatering Systems

market as soon as possible’, reports Alderliesten enthusiastically. Some 40

Project, Friesland Foods, Royal Cosun (Suiker Unie) and EEI have demonstrated that in principle an energy saving of over 50% could be achieved

‘By no means all the
annual growth in the Dutch forests
is being utilised.’

‘The ‘molecular sieve membrane’
is a promising energy-saving alternative
to existing separation techniques.’

Dutch companies helped to draw up a Process Intensification (PI) road

‘The paper industry is a major consumer of energy. Energy costs used to

‘I manage knowledge projects in which we explore new materials and

map at workshops co-organised by EEI. PI comprises a set of radical

be 10 to 14% of the total, and with the recent price rises the proportion

experimental strategies. For me that means doing research and writing

in Dutch sugar refineries, comparable to the average annual energy con-

innovative principles for process and device design that could yield highly

has almost doubled. At some plants, energy is now a larger cost item than

proposals and papers. The proposals are to apply for funding for research

sumption of 26,000 households. A follow-up project will establish what

significant benefits in terms of energy saving, capital and operational

staff, so using energy more efficiently is very important to the industry,

into materials and the use of membranes for hydrogen separation and

investment is required and how profitable it is likely to be. A successful

costs, product quality, process safety and waste reduction. ‘The road

both socially and economically. The paper industry needs to watch CO2

pervaporation (separating water from an organic liquid). The most

outcome of the partnership in the EOS Consortium on Inorganic Membrane

map shows what opportunities the development of PI will give to Dutch

emissions and energy saving as well as the raw materials side. Pulp is bio-

recent scientific paper was on a new type of membrane we developed in

Technology is the development of a dewatering membrane. ‘This is an

industry, parties who are interested and what still needs to be done. In

mass. That’s why we are following what will be done with timber in the future

collaboration with researchers from the University of Twente and the

absolute pièce de résistance.

other words, a worthwhile exercise’, concludes Alderliesten.

with great interest. We’re collaborating with partners such as the Ministry

University of Amsterdam. This hybrid membrane can be exposed to high

of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality and the State Forestry Service to

Membrane reactor

temperatures for long periods. Known as a ‘molecular sieve membrane’, it

see whether we can obtain more timber, given that by no means all the

is capable of ‘dewatering’ solvents and biofuels and is thus a promising

EEI has also designed a membrane reactor that can be used in a steam

annual growth in the Dutch forests is being utilised. The environmental

energy-saving alternative to existing separation techniques. There is a lot

reforming process to produce hydrogen efficiently. ‘A number of trials

performance of the Dutch paper industry is very good in some respects,

of interest in it worldwide, which we are very pleased about. The next

show that the membrane reactor works well even at high pressure, a major

with a recycling rate of 77%. But we still want to make major advances, so

step is to test the technology on site on a pilot scale with an industrial

step in the scaling-up process. Further, industry is showing great interest

we’ve developed five innovation programmes that combine to form the Paper

partner. This technology illustrates our focus on energy saving in industrial

in heat-integrated distillation. We expect our patented design to achieve

Supply Chain Energy Transition. We’re tackling the chain from every angle.

processes. There will be a lot more similar success stories.’

an energy saving of 30 to 35%. And the investment required is much lower

We’re promoting the use of best practices, using more residues and other

Rob Kreiter

than for existing technology. Next year will see the follow-up, involving

energy sources for energy extraction on site and optimising the logistics

major companies such as Bayer and BASF.’

and materials utilisation throughout the chain. We’re also examining how the

Rob Kreiter gained his PhD in organic chemistry and catalysis at Utrecht

paper industry could use new raw materials by using biomass in new ways,

University. He is a researcher in the Molecular Separation Technology

All in all, 2007 was not only a very busy year but also a very productive one

and whether completely new technologies for manufacturing paper and

Group of the EEI Unit.

for Alderliesten. ‘We demanded a lot of our staff, but we have the results

cardboard that use less energy could be developed.

Ø2060
4500
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Cross sections of
membrane reactor

to show for it. We achieved a lot, even aside from the developments in the
area of energy-efficient technologies. The unit won a major contract to

A transition means a change in mentality, and to achieve that we deliberately

develop special membranes for the petrochemical industry, for instance.

formulated an aspiration – to halve energy consumption – which we cannot

That only strengthens our desire to continue growing in the period ahead’,

achieve on our own. Two teams competed to develop plans for this which

says Alderliesten. ‘That need is felt by ECN as a whole and I can only

contributed to a number of programmes. ECN was part of the panel that

concur wholeheartedly.’

assessed the proposals and helped with the development of the five
transition paths. They acted as our conscience throughout the process, the
partner we could always turn to for advice. Their contribution was much
welcomed. We find the ECN is good at policy-making as well as developing
technology. In between is a broad area of innovation and economics where
much of the transition is taking place in practice. We’re looking for paradigm
changes in our production, with technological concepts being translated
into commercial propositions. This is an area where ECN is not quite so
active. For our transition process it would be useful if ECN would do more
in that area too.’
Gerrit Jan Koopman (Koninklijke VNP)
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‘The targets of European and Dutch policy for 2020 are very
ambitious. To be able to meet them, the Built Environment must also play a role’,
says Kees van der Klein, interim unit manager for the Energy in the Built
Environment and Grids Unit (EGON). ‘By 2020, we need to achieve
energy-neutral new built houses and the whole building stock needs
to use 50% less energy. This will require a huge reduction in the
demand for energy, through the adaptation of behaviour and technological
innovation, decentralised (local) generation of energy (preferably from
renewable sources like solar and wind energy and ambient heat) and integration
and optimisation of systems.
Ultimately, the houses of the future will not only be energy-neutral,
they will generate energy. But there won’t really be much point in that until the
extra energy generated can be used elsewhere effectively, through the
efficient exchange of electricity and heat. This will require intelligent and
self-managing electricity grids. For ECN this means: researching
high-potential system innovations, technology development and the application
of the latest information and communication technology in our electricity grids.
This is a major challenge for the Built Environment sector experiencing such
turbulent developments. But there is no doubt that the integrated systems
approach is the future.’
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‘A complete
systems approach
is the future.’
Energy in the Built Environment & Grids (EGON)
Kees van der Klein
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‘Micro-CHP
has the
green light.’

The unit Energy in the Built Environment and Grids (EGON) has two

In 2007, the unit worked together with TNO on a technology aiming at

Smart façade

research programmes, Smart Grids and Energy in the Built Environment

these aspects i.e. materials that can be charged and discharged with heat

Opstelten goes on to say that the era of checklists with applicable

(EGO). The mission of the EGO programme is clear: to facilitate comfortable,

frequently. ‘We’re focusing on powders, and TNO on emulsions. Charging

components is over; the current targets can only be met using integrated

healthy, sustainable living, working and recreation in the built environment

takes place by separating substances with heat, which is released when

concepts based on scientific understanding. The Smart Façade concept,

‘Gasunie has been working to achieve efficient use of natural gas since its esta-

with minimum energy and environmental impact. ‘One of the biggest

the substances are recombined. The idea is to meet the demand for

that put ECN and its project partners in the news in 2007, is a good

blishment. With that in mind we champion promising new technologies, resulting

technological challenges we face is finding a compact heat storage

domestic heat in the winter using heat generated sustainably by solar

example. ‘This is a design for a façade that can halve a building’s net

in the development and promotion of high-efficiency boilers in the 1980s. Since

solution. That will be the key to a sustainable built environment’, says Ivo

collectors in the summer. The sun shines least in the winter, which is when

energy consumption by making intelligent use of sunlight and regulating

the late 1990s, assuming that society will need less and less heat and more and

Opstelten, co-ordinator of the EGO research programme.

you need the most heat; in the summer, it’s the other way round. Our aim

the indoor climate at the same time using local systems. The façade is fit-

more power (electricity), we’ve been doing serious research into the possibilities

is to retain the surplus heat.’

ted with reflective sun blinds and incorporates vacuum panels that provide

of micro-combined heat and power (micro-CHP).

a high degree of insulation. It also produces power by means of built-in

‘There is a widespread general realisation that we could make major
progress towards a sustainable society with compact heat storage. The

Although the cyclability of a few materials has been demonstrated, the

photovoltaic solar panels, and it houses the heating/cooling and ventilation

After a few years of trials we opted for the Stirling technology developed by

greatest achievement would be to incorporate compact seasonal heat

research is still in its infancy. ‘But it gives us some idea of the criteria

systems. The design can now be developed into a practical application of

WhisperGen in New Zealand. A field test of fifty appliances was conducted under

storage in the existing building stock. Our research focuses mainly on a

the design will need to meet in order to use the technology in practice.

the smart façade in new office buildings, but it also has interesting features

the supervision of Gasunie Trade & Supply (now GasTerra), involving virtually all

storage system that could potentially store the annual demand for heat

That’s very important. Using those criteria, when designing the outer skin

that could be used in existing buildings’, says Opstelten.

the major Dutch gas distribution companies. The aim was to identify and eliminate

within the building confines.’

of buildings developers can already make allowances for a sustainable
technology that probably won’t be available for another ten years.’

all the obstacles to micro-CHP, and the project has surpassed our expectations
According to Opstelten, the main energy gain in the built environment can

in this respect. Now, in 2008, micro-CHP has the green light.

be achieved in renovation projects. ‘It’s possible to reduce net energy
26

consumption – energy demand less regenerated energy – by a factor of

The Netherlands turns out to be an excellent market for micro-CHP, provided

four following renovation. That seems ambitious, but our research shows

the systems meet the demands of the typical Dutch consumer. Most of the

that a factor of nine saving on space heating – often the main energy item

major manufacturers have specifically developed appliances for the Dutch

– is perfectly feasible.’ Making buildings energy-efficient is a question

market, which will soon be marketed as high-efficiency electricity-generating

of draught-proofing and insulating the skin, combined with controlled

boilers. By 2010, ten thousand appliances will have been installed in homes,

ventilation and efficient appliances.

and the expectation is that over a million such boilers will be in use by about
2020. What effect will this have on the power grids? It could mean that whole
districts draw hardly any electricity from the grid on balance over a year. In other
words, sometimes they demand electricity, sometimes they supply it. This requires
smart grids, and in that area we’re thankful for the knowledge provided by the
EGON Unit.
For some years now, EGON has been working on smart grids, i.e. grids that are
monitored and adjusted from one moment to the next. Smart grids are becoming
increasingly important. EGON’s PowerMatcher control philosophy allows smallscale generators (also users of heat pumps, etc.) to respond to signals such as
demand peaks and changes in the spot price of electricity. Intelligent control
systems of this kind are very important if we are to make the energy system
sustainable. ECN plays a vital role here, and will continue to do so for some time
to come.’
Jan Willem Turkstra (N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie)
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Dynamic energy profile
Whether an innovation is ultimately successful, however, depends on how
well fitters or end-users are able to handle the new technology. With this

‘Making the grid
smarter is an
attractive option.’

in mind ECN is also looking at the role users play in the design and use

central PowerMatcher system: this produces signal feedback indicating
whether the micro-CHP plants need to switch on or off. Based on this
positive finding, EGON intends to enlarge the trial to 100 controllable
units. Eventually, we want to make the combination of micro-CHP and

phase. In 2007, for instance, ECN worked hard on developing an Energy

‘Coal-fired and nuclear power stations produce a constant supply of

PowerMatcher control suitable for commercial applications. Organisations

Pattern Generator to provide a dynamic energy profile of a household. ‘In

electricity: you can’t just switch it on and off’, says Frans Nieuwenhout,

such as electricity suppliers and boiler manufacturers can then market

future we should even be able to ascertain the effects of major changes,

coordinator of the Smart Grids programme. ‘To meet peaks in energy

the combination.’

such as population ageing, on the robustness of a building design.’

demand, producers are using adjustable gas-fired stations. Problems can
occur in the system if the amount of power supplied by wind turbines goes

The unit is currently also working on the introduction of smart meters.

up sharply. Wind energy is the largest sustainable source in our current

‘Almost everyone now has a meter in their home to measure their annual

power grid, and it’s a foregone conclusion that we will have more wind

consumption. That’s the way it’s been done for a hundred years. The smart

turbines to meet the post-2012 targets. The drawback with wind energy,

meters of the future will show the electricity consumption for fifteen minute

however, is that the turbines only generate power when the wind is

intervals. They will be readable remotely, and suppliers will be able to

blowing. The amount of power is reasonably predictable, but not the

control energy consumption remotely. That could be useful when it comes

precise time when they will supply it. Even the best prediction can be out

to controlling supply and demand, and of course with non-payers.’ Wouldn’t

by half an hour, in which case an energy producer needs to supply the

people be much better off with the old-fashioned, anonymous meters?

grid with power from conventional power stations for a very brief period.

‘It’s all about optimising supply and demand by means of centralised smart

Thus the total installed power is much higher than strictly necessary.’

control. If the grid is becoming overloaded a supplier can cut people off
locally to prevent the problem getting worse. Also, the monitoring data
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Another complication for the electricity supply system is the increase

will provide information on when the demand for electricity is highest.’

in CHP plants. More and more companies and homes have their own
micro-CHP plant that provides heat and power. ‘At the moment the energy

Nieuwenhout also envisages a bright future for the smart substation,

demand can be predicted easily, but soon people will be using less and

which could control electricity supply and demand at district level. Another

less centrally generated power because they are producing their own. It

option is storing electricity locally: ECN is working on a new accumulator

will be much more difficult then to predict when they will be using centrally

control system to make this possible. An additional advantage of develo-

generated power. Here again gas-fired power stations are the classic

ping this technology is a trend that has Nieuwenhout on the edge of his

solution. Making the existing grid smarter is an attractive option that

seat: the revival of electric vehicles. ‘I envisage great opportunities for the

would solve both problems.’

plug-in hybrid car, a design like the Toyota Prius but with a bigger battery.
The new design will enable electric commuting, and to reach your holiday

The researchers of the Smart Grids programme are working on solutions

destination you would use the petrol engine.’

to guarantee the supply of energy. Nieuwenhout: ‘The aim is to control

Frans Nieuwenhout

the use of electrical equipment more: temporal distributed use of
electrical equipment, for instance, and the possibility of thermal storage

Frans Nieuwenhout studied Applied Physics at Utrecht University. He is

in washing machines, tumble dryers and refrigerators. I also envisage

the group manager of the Intelligent Energy Management group of the

ways of controlling appliances by connecting them to the Internet. Energy

EGON unit.

producers would then have immediate information on when there is a
demand for electricity. This smart control system has been trialled in a field
test in collaboration with Gasunie (see interview with Jan Turkstra – Ed.).
‘Meanwhile we’ve proved that communication is possible with ECN’s
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‘Hydrogen and
fuel cells are the bridge
to a sustainable
use of energy.’
Hydrogen & Clean Fossil Fuels
Frank de Bruijn
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‘Besides the climate problem, the problem of energy supply security is climbing ever
higher on the political agenda. Hydrogen and fuel cells bridge the gap between sustainable
sources and end use, in particular mobility. For power generation as well as for the production of
transport fuels, CO2 capture is the technology that will make the use of fossil fuels
permissible in the coming decades’, says Frank de Bruijn, Hydrogen and Clean Fossil Fuels
unit manager. ‘The transition to a sustainable society is not going to happen by itself. Unless it
is tackled systematically, nothing will happen quickly, especially when it comes to major shifts
in the energy infrastructure, such as the large-scale use of hydrogen and the application
of CO2 capture: the investment risks are simply too high. That’s why these transitions are
taking off slowly. To some extent, this is understandable, if we realise that for instance the
large-scale market launch of hydrogen, and hence the environmental impact, is not
expected to take place until some time between 2020 and 2030. So for now we will have to step
up our efforts to get society and industry to work together on the introduction of hydrogen
and CO2 capture. Our job is to present a realistic picture of the transition to a sustainable
society in which hydrogen and CO2 capture play a major role.’
The Hydrogen & Clean Fossil Fuels Unit develops knowledge, concepts and technology
in the area of hydrogen, fuel cells and CO2 capture in collaboration with the private sector.
Although CO2 capture is a good thing, it means that fossil fuels will continue to be used,
and the question is whether this will be at the expense of developing sustainable types of
energy such as wind power. Frank de Bruijn: ‘We can’t do without fossil fuels in the coming
decades, as the demand for energy is larger than we can generate with sustainable
types of energy.’
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CO2 capture is in this respect crucial, given the global shift to coal as a

The Hydrogen Transition and Infrastructure Group is focusing on the role

fuel for power generation, especially in China and India: a new coal-fired

of hydrogen in the energy transition, working mainly on the development

power station is opened every week in China, and India’s hunger for energy

of a hydrogen infrastructure and examining various hydrogen supply

is a fact. These rapidly developing countries should not follow the same

chains. In 2007, ECN successfully completed a study into the possibility

path we have; they need to be lifted to a higher technological level straight

of making Texel’s energy supply completely sustainable by 2030. ‘The

‘Hydrogen is a long-term option; there are major hurdles to clear before it

on hydrogen. We know that the Policy Studies Unit has developed valuable

away. One way of achieving that is by building coal-fired stations with CO2

conclusion was: it’s not possible. And what is true for Texel is certainly

can be used on a large scale in transport. The first challenge is to get

knowledge on hydrogen as well. We would be grateful to ECN if they could

capture integrated. We in the OECD can and should help with that – in our

true for the Netherlands. Energy consumption per head on Texel is similar

hydrogen to the customers. Shell is highly active in producing it, but it is

make more use of the synergy between these areas of research.’

own interests as well, given the climate problem. ECN is already working

to that in the Netherlands as a whole, but the Netherlands’ population

used almost entirely on site in refineries. Hydrogen distribution needs to

Joep Huijsmans (Shell Hydrogen)

together with China on CO2 capture.’

density is five times that of Texel.’ De Bruijn adds, however, that the

be more efficient than at present. The second challenge is to develop a

conditions set by Texel – self-sufficiency and great reluctance to use

hydrogen cycle that makes sense. If we continue to derive hydrogen from

wind energy – were undoubtedly a factor.

fossil fuels with no CO2 capture, its use will have a negative effect on the

End-of-pipe capture
‘Capturing CO2 from the flue gases released from the pipe is an obvious
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‘It’s not worthwhile for an energy
company to open a hydrogen filling point
for just three cars a day.’

and the car industry but also to research institutions. ECN is very useful
to us there and could be even more useful to us if other units contributed
their expertise to the talks. An important route to hydrogen is via biomass,
and we would like to include developments in that area in our discussions

climate due to the energy lost through the various conversions. In that case

‘We’re proud of
the CO2 capture system.’

solution, yet it is frequently called into question.’ De Bruijn: ‘The problem

Fuel cells

it would be better to stick with the current liquid fuels and biofuels.

with end-of-pipe capture is that it consumes too much energy using

The unit is also working intensively on fuel cells, hydrogen production

However, hydrogen could contribute to security of supply as it can be

‘Over the past eighteen months, we’ve built two systems that capture CO2

current available technology. If you would capture, compress and store the

and to a lesser extent on hydrogen storage. ECN is focusing on two types

produced from many sources, including biomass.

by means of adsorption - where the CO2 is chemically bonded to a solid,

CO2 from four coal-fired stations, you will need a fifth one to compensate

of fuel cells, low-temperature (PEMFC) and high-temperature (SOFC)

for the loss of power output of those four units...We expect it to be much

fuel cells. ‘A fuel cell produces electricity and heat very conveniently.

The car industry is currently confronted with a whole host of options in

has demonstrated that the principle works well, although there is room

more economical to remove the CO2 from the fuel at an earlier stage.

We took a major step in the development of SOFC technology in 2007 by

terms of fuels and drive systems: biofuels, gas-to-liquid diesel, hydrogen,

for improvement, in both the process and the materials. I’m particularly

We call that ‘pre-combustion CO2 capture’. It takes much less energy, and

successfully improving the power density of one of our cell types by 20%.

electric drive, hybrids, plug-in hybrids and so on. Given the situation, the

proud of the new SEWGS system we’ve built. It was designed, developed,

it also leaves you with hydrogen as an energy carrier. The hydrogen can

A new type of cell that should be able to operate at 600°C is also progres-

industry is only going to want to switch to fuel cell cars if drivers can fill

constructed and delivered in the space of a year. That’s very quick. It’s by

be converted into electricity in a turbine, or used as climate neutral fuel

sing well. The great advantage of the new cell is that it can be made from

up with hydrogen at any filling station at a competitive price. But it’s not

far the largest system of its kind in the world. Standing seven metres high,

for fuel cell cars.

much cheaper materials, because of the lower operating temperature’,

worthwhile for an energy company to open a hydrogen filling point for just

it’s big even by ECN standards. We’re using it to refine the knowledge we

notes De Bruijn enthusiastically.

three cars a day. The result is stalemate: everyone’s waiting for everyone

gained from the first system. But I expect it to take about ten years before

else. Governments could overcome this by establishing rules for the car

the technology can be used on a commercial scale in power stations and

‘A highlight in 2007 was the development of CO2 capture using sorbents

then separated from the solid using steam and captured. The first system

in the water-gas shift process. We have demonstrated that the principle

With PEMFC technology the unit is focusing on new concepts to make

industry, as California is now doing. Shell thinks that, realistically speaking,

oil and gas plants.’

works on a large scale, under industrial conditions, and we were able to

the fuel cell suitable for applications in the transport sector. ‘These are

the pre-commercial introduction of hydrogen cars – in their thousands –

Ed van Selow

use a single column for CO2 capture for up to 300 cycles. Based on that,

new electrode structures that enable fuel cells to make do with smaller

will not take place for another five years or so, and full commercial

we have designed a seven-column system for continuous CO2 capture.’

quantities of expensive platinum. We’re also working on a concept to

introduction could take place in ten to fifteen years’ time.

enable operation at higher temperatures, 120°C instead of the present 70

Ed van Selow studied Applied Physics at the University of Twente and took
the post-graduate Process Technology course for designers at Eindhoven

to 80°C. For this we need new polymers, but unfortunately developing

‘Given the situation, it’s very important for us to keep talking to everyone

University of Technology. He is a lead engineer in the Hydrogen Production

them is proving difficult at the moment.’

concerned so as to gauge the trends correctly. ECN is an important

and CO2 Capture Group of the Hydrogen and Clean Fossil Fuels Unit.

partner here. It’s a leading research institution worldwide that does its
own research in areas that are important to the future of hydrogen, such
as CO2 capture, fuel cells and gas separation membranes. The infrastructure poses important questions for us. When does it need to be in place?
What technologies should we use? Should hydrogen be produced
centrally or on site? If we opt for central production, how will it be
transported? How clean does it need to be? And how green? We expect
California, for example, to establish rules for the ‘greenness’ of hydrogen.
With all these issues, it’s important to keep talking, not just to governments
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‘Wind energy is the cheapest option for renewable electricity generation that will
be available on a large scale in the near future’, says Theo de Lange, unit manager ECN Wind
Energy. ‘Growth in the wind energy sector will remain substantial over the next few
years, with growth rates of tens of percent a year. The cost will fall as a result of innovation and
volume growth, whereas the cost of electricity from fossil fuels will soar. In the case of
offshore wind energy, the main emphasis will be on increasing reliability. That’s more important
now than the continual growth in wind turbine size that we’ve seen in recent years. All in all,
we enjoyed sharp growth in our order portfolio in 2007, which has left us feeling with
a certain tension, with the importance of long-term research on the one hand and the growing
numbers of short-term contracts for industry on the other.
We would love to take on a lot more good researchers, but they’re difficult to find.
That’s a luxury problem that is being felt throughout Europe. But it’s not preventing us
from working together with organisations like the China Academy of Sciences,
which has been a major breakthrough. Europe is still the bastion of wind energy,
but I expect the focus to shift to the Asian region at some time in the future, so making
contacts there is extremely important.’
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‘Today reliability
is more important
than up-scaling.’
Wind Energy
Theo de Lange
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‘ECN decided in 2007 to start designing and building a wind turbine of its

Rotor behaviour

own. It will be a small 100 kW turbine with a 20-metre rotor diameter,

A great success for the unit in 2007 was a software programme that ena-

suitable for locations where large turbines don’t fit. But even without this

bles the design, evaluation and enhancement of wind turbine control

initiative, with ECN, the WMC (Wind turbine Materials and Constructions)

systems. Various turbine manufacturers in Europe and elsewhere are now

knowledge centre and Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands is

using it on a large scale. ‘It resulted in a substantial increase in the number

among the top three countries in the world as regards knowledge of wind

of licences’, says De Lange, who adds that the success did not come

energy’, says unit manager Theo de Lange. To start with, he illustrates this

out of thin air: ‘we’ve spent almost ten years working on this software.’

with the unit’s research into design computations for wind turbines.

He points out that the unit is not just out to sell the software but to provide
a combination of software and service.

‘At the design stage in particular you can save an enormous amount of time
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and money in the process that leads from the idea to the product, and

‘We want to know everything about the behaviour of a rotor blade in

ECN’s design software, which is constantly being updated to the latest

different conditions so that we can use that knowledge to enhance blade

developments, makes that possible. Our primary aim is to gain more know-

design. This involves aerodynamics, turbulence and wake, the wind that

ledge concerning the aerodynamic and constructional behaviour of a wind

has passed through the rotors. We’re gathering this know-how with the

turbine. That’s a major challenge, as we’re dealing with the biggest rotating

aid of computer models, and with experiments in wind tunnels and on wind

objects made by man. The various parts of a turbine are consequently

farms. We’re also working on wind farm aerodynamics. The aim of that

under tremendous loads. We need to be able to predict the interaction

research is to maximise the energy output from a wind farm. ECN has a

between wind, waves and turbine accurately and have the possibility of

number of patents on control strategies for wind farms and we want to test

intervening when necessary. Another issue is that the turbine needs to

them in practice.
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deliver maximum power and continue to do so throughout the twenty years
of its useful life.’

We’re using our own wind farm in the Wieringermeerpolder, which has
five large 2.5 MW turbines. Another eleven small turbines and sixteen
measurement towers will be added at the beginning of 2008, which will
enable the Unit to conduct even more experiments and measurements.’

Cross section of the design
of a wind turbine

The enhancements to the rotors that the unit proposes are all but

Wind turbine maintenance

invisible to the layman: ‘The improvement is only 1 or 2%. It doesn’t seem

The maintenance of wind turbines is a hot item, especially now that large-

like much, but in terms of energy output, and therefore money, it’s

scale offshore wind farms are a serious prospect on the energy horizon.

substantial. In 2007, the unit sold a number of licences for the design of

The unit’s O&M (Operation & Maintenance) Tool entered a new phase

a rib on the cylindrical part of the rotor blade, a projection on the part

in its development in 2007. ‘This is an absolutely top-quality product. The

‘The wind energy sector has developed tremendously in recent years.

programme at the Egmond aan Zee offshore wind farm that we run jointly

where the rotor is attached to the turbine. This feature provides extra lift

package is designed to estimate the cost of maintaining offshore wind

Major advances have been made in turbine sizes and construction speed.

with Nuon. ECN’s pulling power lies in its combination of theoretical and

at lower wind speeds, resulting in 1 to 2% more energy on an annual basis.

farms. It’s the only model in the world currently available in the area of

The emphasis now is on taking advantage of the potential. Technically,

practical expertise. And let those experts talk about their own subjects:

With a large offshore wind farm you’re talking millions in extra revenues’,

O&M that has been validated by Germanische Lloyd.

there’s no problem with building 3,000 MW or more onshore in the

that generates enthusiasm and contributes to better understanding and

assures De Lange.

Estimating the cost of maintaining a wind turbine is very important, as

Netherlands: up to 20% of wind energy can be incorporated in a modern

even more support for this superb technology.’

maintenance accounts for about 25% of the cost of generating energy

grid – the only obstacle is the aesthetic aspect. The sector needs a

Huub den Rooijen (Shell)

with an offshore wind farm. The model that is now in use gives a potential

transparent debate on all aspects of the technology.

‘Wind energy is at the same
stage of development as
the automobile in the 1930s.’

Shell is not a contract partner as such, and we don’t develop wind turbines.
What is essential for us is that development should continue, as we are a
user of knowledge and expertise, and ECN’s Wind Energy Unit plays a
major role here. It is an important partner in the technical monitoring

investor and, at a later stage, the wind farm manager information on the
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‘‘The scale wind farm
is a unique research facility.’

turbines’ maintenance needs. ECN has currently sold eight licences

One might ask whether wind energy is fully developed now. The answer

worldwide.’ Does the unit use the data from the O&M Tool when designing

is, rather like the car in the 1930s: it has passed the craft phase and made

wind farms? De Lange: ‘That’s the next step. Eventually we want to take a

the first move towards industrialisation. R&D is certainly still needed.

whole host of O&M aspects into account – more than we do at present

Development of the technology needs to continue. But there are other

‘One of my responsibilities is to analyse the monitoring data from the

– at the design stage.’

challenges, such as keeping investment at a sufficiently high level, gaining

wind farm in the Wieringermeerpolder, which has five 2.5 MW wind

a better understanding of the landscape aspects, and improving reliability

turbines on which extensive measurements are being carried out. This will

The unit certainly does not confine itself to the drawing board and mathe-

– that’s even more important than cutting costs. If we don’t make progress

enable us to develop new models showing the air flows on the wind farm

matical modelling on the computer; its staff fitted monitoring equipment

in these areas, growth will soon stagnate. Take large-scale wind farms

itself and how the turbines react to one another. The ultimate aim, of

to two turbines off the Dutch coast in 2007. It is also monitoring a 5 MW

offshore or in remote areas, for instance. You need to be able to rely on

course, is to maximise wind farm efficiency.

Repower wind turbine standing in 40 metres of water off the coast of

the technology, and it has to stay affordable: there’s plenty of room for

Scotland. ‘That’s great, but it’s hard work: our people have to take strict

improvement there.

safety measures because they’re working offshore and at a great height.’

I’m also the project manager of the scale wind farm in the Wieringermeerpolder, to which we’re putting the final touches. It’s a research facility that

ECN acts as a centre of expertise, advising government and industry in

is unique in the world. We can carry out even more measurements and

debates of this kind: its expertise is authoritative. The ECN management

experiments without getting in anyone’s way. It has ten 10-kW turbines

does this job very well. ECN has set a lot of technological developments in

and fourteen monitoring towers on the existing wind farm. I’m proud that

motion in areas such as new control concepts, validating design codes, and

we’ve achieved this at ECN, and many companies and institutions are

aerodynamics. That work is recognised internationally – witness the award

jealous of it. We’re working together with a number of European universities,

by the European Wind Energy Association to Herman Snel for his work on

companies and knowledge institutions on the scale wind farm, enabling us

rotor aerodynamics. The issues are often very complex: air flows through

to share one another’s knowledge and use one another’s expertise.’

the rotors, effects of loads on the structure. You can’t work it all out on your

Stephan Barth

computer. The link between the real world and the model must be kept, and
this is where ECN is so valuable to the sector. There are not many organisa-

Stephan Barth studied Physics at the University of Oldenburg in Germany

tions that combine these areas of expertise. ECN conducts experiments for

and gained his PhD in turbulent flows and flow measurement technology.

outside organisations on its large-scale wind farm, which gives the research

He is a researcher in Rotor & Wind Farm Aerodynamics at the Wind

centre the opportunity to be involved at the cutting edge of wind energy:

Energy Unit.

how large rotors behave, what causes fatigue, what causes vibration. The fact
that there is no manufacturing industry in the Netherlands is not so important;
the energy sector has become truly global, including wind energy.
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‘Solar power that can
compete with consumer
electricity prices is
coming a lot closer.’
Solar Energy
Paul Wyers
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‘Solar energy could become the main source of sustainable energy supply
worldwide. The market for photovoltaic (PV) solar cells has tripled in the past three years.
The costs of generating solar energy are decreasing steadily, and the potential for
further cost reductions is substantial. Much of our research in the next five years or so will
focus on developing technology that helps to further reduce these generation costs
to the consumer price level for electricity. To this end, the cost of solar panels
must come down significantly, by about half’, says Solar Energy unit manager Paul Wyers.
‘In our R&D programme, we are researching several solar technologies, each with a
different time horizon for implementation. Crystalline silicon PV panels make up about
90% of the current market. ECN’s developments in this area are focused on lowering the
costs of materials and the production process, and on improving solar panel efficiency.
In addition, a considerable part of our activities is focused on PV technologies for the
more distant future. This research comprises both the development of thin-film silicon
on foil and the improved efficiency and stability of organic solar cells. In short, ECN’s PV
technology paves the way for cheap, efficient solar panels, thus bringing solar power
that can compete with consumer electricity prices a lot closer.’
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The largest research group in the Solar Energy Unit is working on silicon

Stacked solar cells

the Solar Energy Unit has developed plans to set up the Solar Academy, a

PV technology. About 90% of current solar power systems use silicon

The staffers of the Thin-Film PV Technology Group are focusing on two

new centre to train professionals working in the solar cell industry. If the

panels: these are made up of solar cells, on silicon wafers, connected

major topics, thin-film silicon solar cells and organic solar cells. ‘The silicon

investments needed materialise, it will open its doors in the first quarter of

together electrically and wedged between a layer of glass and plastic. A

films are extremely thin’, says Wyers. ‘Amorphous silicon cells made here

‘I’m doing research into polymer solar cells, i.e. plastic-based cells. We’re involved

2009. The Academy is thus an excellent example of how ECN technology

milestone for the Unit is the progress it has made with its research into

in 2007 currently have an efficiency of 4%. I hope we will be able to

in a number of projects in this area. One of them is looking very broadly into

is being marketed, responding to the needs of the solar cell industry.

a new type of solar cell. Wyers: ‘We’ve achieved good results with cells

produce thin-film silicon solar cells with an efficiency of 6-7% in 2008. The

improving polymer solar cells in general, i.e. increasing their efficiency and exten-

Practice-oriented courses of this kind have already proved their practical

using what is known as ‘n-type’ silicon wafers. Now that an economically

way things are going, we will make 10% in the foreseeable future.

ding their lifespan. In this project, we recently made a polymer solar cell with an

value: ECN has trained some 75 staff of partners and clients in this way.

attractive process has been developed the new cell could provide greater

We expect 12% to be feasible eventually, with a ‘stacked’ solar cell with

efficiency of over 4%. That’s good performance worldwide, and I’m very proud of

‘Our aspiration is for the Solar Academy to produce hundreds of well-

efficiency than the p-type silicon cells currently used.’

amorphous silicon on top and microcrystalline silicon underneath.’

it. Although it’s a good result, it’s essential to keep increasing efficiency in the

Casting wafers

As regards organic solar cells, the group is focusing on stability, as well as

By setting up a pilot production facility for cast silicon wafers in Broek op

efficiency. During a test lasting six months, the efficiency of sensitised

Another project focuses on developing manufacturing technology for producing

Langedijk, the unit has made an enormous step forward. ‘Normally, when

solar cells fell by only 10%. ‘At the moment, we’re concentrating on

polymer solar cells on a large scale. That one began in 2008, and we’re working

producing silicon wafers for solar cells, two-thirds of the material is lost in

the ‘packaging’ of this type of cell, which determines what we call its

together with the Holst Centre in Eindhoven. They’re developing the production

sawing. Using RGS technology we can cast a thin layer of silicon in a

‘extrinsic stability’. That means among other things preventing volatile

technology to manufacture polymer light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for lighting

single operation, eliminating the need to saw altogether. That results in

components of the cell from evaporating.’ Once the extrinsic stability is in

applications, and that technology, with modifications, could be ideal for making

major savings in materials, cost and time’, explains Wyers, not without

order, the intrinsic – chemical and photochemical – stability can be inves-

polymer solar cells. By combining our expertise in the field of polymer solar cells

pride. This, he says, creates the possibility of producing wafers on an

tigated. Wyers expects a lot from polymer solar cells in future. Although

with the Holst Centre’s knowledge of deposition technology we hope to make

industrial scale, costing half as much as current wafers on the market.

the highest efficiency achieved worldwide is so far 5%, Wyers thinks that

rapid advances. At the moment, solar energy is expensive compared with other

‘RGS enables wafer production to be scaled up substantially. A machine

research into the technology offers major opportunities: ‘The materials and

energy sources, so we need to reduce the cost. This new technology is one of the

can produce 30–50 megawatt peak a year, compared to 2 MWp using the

the production are cheap. It could be the ultimate low-cost technology.’

irons the Solar Energy Unit has in the fire to make that possible.’

coming years.

trained staff each year’, says unit manager Paul Wyers.
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‘An efficiency of 4%
for polymer cells is good,
but it needs to be better.’

Staffers with experience of the solar cell industry are in short supply, so

current crystallisation furnaces.’

Sjoerd Veenstra

The unit has also developed technology that enables the use of thinner

Sjoerd Veenstra studied Polymer Chemistry in Groningen and gained his PhD in

silicon wafers. So far, manufacturers have generally used aluminium on

the electrical properties of semiconductor polymers, which are now being used

the back of solar cells, but with increasingly thin silicon wafers being

in polymer solar cells. He is a research scientist in the Thin-Film PV Technology

used there is a risk of warping and fracture owing to the different thermal

Group of the Solar Energy Unit.

expansion rates of silicon and aluminium. A layer of silicon nitride on both
sides of the cell prevents fracture. ‘This is a new technique that we will
be working hard to perfect during the coming year, and for which the
industry is showing a great deal of interest’, says Wyers.
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Gluing solar cells
The biggest project that the unit was involved in in 2007 is the European

‘For a leading position
you need mass.’

CrystalClear Project, which ECN is also co-ordinating. ‘This project aims to make

accelerated. Companies are investing heavily in the sector, but the work
still requires government support because of the cost. ECN is in an excel-

crystalline silicon solar panels cheaper. It will finish at the end of 2008, but it has

‘Solland Solar is a fast-growing company in a rapidly growing sector.

lent position and should simply continue on its chosen path. I’ve known

already produced good results. Now it’s time to reap the benefits.’

Photovoltaic (PV) solar energy is now growing by about 40% a year

ECN for about ten years now and I regard it as the top European institution

worldwide. We are currently expanding production at our Avantis facility

in the field of solar energy. They’ve achieved good results in many areas

One of the successful developments that CrystalClear has been responsible for

in Heerlen from 60 to 170 MWp; we’re aiming at a market share of 5%,

of solar cell technology; with government support they could continue to

is a technique for gluing solar cells instead of soldering them. ‘The hot soldering

which means we will need a production capacity of 500 MWp by 2010.

make important contributions with more focus and mass.’

process we’ve been using for decades to connect the cells to one another
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Europe has decided that efforts to achieve sustainable energy need to be

Gosse Boxhoorn (Solland Solar)

creates tensions in the material which can cause fracture, resulting in manufac-

The solar cells we produce in Heerlen are of the new MWT type, based on

turing losses or reducing the performance of the panels. Soldered joints are

the PUM technology, an enhanced solar cell circuit, developed at ECN.

known to remain stable for years, so gluing needs to be similarly effective, and

Not only do these cells provide high efficiency, they also cut costs. We’ve

we therefore subject the adhesives to extensive testing. For example, the glued

been working together for four years now, developing this technology for

joints are subjected to thermal testing in climate chambers at temperatures

use on an industrial scale. ECN is the spiritual father of the concept and

ranging from -40 to +80ºC. We now have glues that perform extremely well, so

the developer of the technology; our contribution consists of making it

the new adhesive technology paves the way for cheap solar panels, which will

usable in a production environment. The production line is set to come on

in turn help generate solar power that can compete with grid power.’

stream at the end of 2008.
Along with ECN and other partners we’ve also joined FESTpv, a silicon and
wafer technology research institute for the solar cell industry, and we are
actively involved in setting up the Solar Academy. All these activities
are concentrated in Limburg – where there is a lot of interest from the
provincial authority – near the new silicon plant in the Chemelot industrial
park. If all goes well it will provide employment for 1,000 to 2,000 people,
which will be very welcome in the region. In this way, technical innovation
eventually translates into new economic activity.
The Solar Energy Unit is an important partner, not only for us but also for
other leading companies. In many research organisations the work is
fragmented, whereas at ECN it is well organised. For a leading position
such as ECN’s you need mass. The unit may be large enough at the
moment, but it will need to grow somewhat in the future.
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‘Not just increasing the
number of test tubes from
one to ten,
but a realistic setup.’
Engineering & Services
Jaco Saur walt
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‘The Engineering & Services supports the work of the other units wherever possible.
We don’t decide what they should be doing, but we can make their work easier for them.
We don’t wait for them to come to us with queries, we come up with ideas of our own.
As a support unit, we can only be useful if we understand what the researchers are
aiming at. We need to be able to transform drawings into real-life systems’, says Engineering
Services (E&S) unit manager Jaco Saurwalt. ‘So it’s all about practical applications.
Supporting researchers in other units often involves scaling up laboratory work to produce
a pilot system. Not just increasing the number of test tubes from one to ten, but a realistic
setup. Only then can we simulate the desired application.’
Engineering & Services (E&S) is ECN’s technical support unit. Its staff members are
involved in drawing up basic designs and building systems. They also do production
improvement and development work for both ECN and other organisations.
‘We’re a necessary good at ECN’, says Saurwalt. Practice has made Saurwalt a realist.
‘Even we make mistakes, it’s in the nature of the work. Statistically speaking, with really new
innovative systems and new processes, one out of eight will go wrong’, says Saurwalt, adding
that another system may also work well but not in the way that was envisaged. ‘We try
to find out precisely what the critical processes, components or materials are in advance.’
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‘We test them in advance if possible, which gives you some idea straight

Innovation voucher

away of whether or not a design makes sense. It’s better to know imme-

E&S does a lot of work for third parties, and in this context Saurwalt

diately whether something is or isn’t going to work, or what the solution

lauds SenterNovem’s innovation voucher system. Companies can use the

is, if any. That’s our strength. My staff can not only find out when some-

vouchers to obtain grant aid for research. One of the companies that came

thing’s broken, they can also give specific advice to get a system up and

knocking last year was CZL in Tilburg. It is using its voucher to commission

‘Our company is now taking advantage of the technological know-how of

running the next morning. The combination of damage analysis and a

highly specialised metallurgy research which requires a lot of experience

the Engineering & Services Unit for the fourth time. In our first project, we

design department, which guarantees practical solutions, is particularly

of thermal spraying, among other things. The new spraying technique

scaled up a plasma generator developed by E&S. This uses high voltage

valued by outside clients.’

produces higher-quality coatings that are non-porous and more resistant

to produce a plasma, a phase between liquid and gas. The high concen-

in the case of really promising technologies. Or ECN should use its
knowledge more in joint ventures that only pay off once the technology
has proven its worth.’
Ad de Raaij (INRADA)

‘C14 joke led to patented
method for measuring the release
of ‘green’ carbon dioxide.’

to wear and tear and adhere to surfaces better. Saurwalt: ‘The voucher

tration of heavy radicals in the plasma gives the generator unique

RGS technology

system is excellent. As far as I’m concerned we’d welcome more visits

water-purifying properties. E&S contributed the technology and we took

Saurwalt regards the building of the RGS (Ribbon-Growth-on-Substrate)

from SMEs.’

charge of the engineering. The big challenge was to cut the production

‘I’m working on standards for measuring the composition of biofuels using

cost of the generator by 95%, and by combining forces we succeeded.

chemical analysis. Such standards set out in detail how you measure the

pilot production facility (see Solar Energy Unit – Ed.) as one of the high-
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‘Corporate Holland benefits
when the business instincts of SMEs
and ECN technology meet.’

lights of 2007. The unit played a major role in the design and engineering.

Saurwalt has high expectations for new laser technologies in the future.

What really struck us was the great sense of responsibility for the project

composition. You need a standardised method when you want to trade the

The first trial run of the RGS production facility will take place in the first

One of the advantages is the possibility of cutting costs. ‘A fibre laser as

that E&S displayed. They kept on contributing ideas and produced a lot

biofuel or if environmental factors come into play, for example if the fuel

quarter of 2008.

used in telecom costs only a quarter as much to run as a traditional laser.

more than just stuff on paper: even after the formal contract was finished

contains sulphur. Our service laboratory does a lot of work in the field of

Fibre lasers are better technically too. Because of their beam quality you

they went on looking for ways of improving the generator.

sustainable energy, not only for units at ECN and NRG (which together

The unit has also made progress monitoring the greenhouse gases

can focus them much better and therefore get the heat precisely where

released in flue gases as a result of burning biomass. ‘We have a patent

you want it.’ In particular, Saurwalt envisages possible applications of fibre

That led to a second project. We had a problem with a drive system for

on the monitoring technology. It enables us to find out how ‘green’ the

lasers in creating microstructures on large surfaces, for example for solar

swimming pool covers. The motor is under water and has to be resistant to

electricity produced by power stations is. To do this we measure the

panels, LCD screens, computers and televisions.

even the highest degree of inexpert use. We asked E&S to help us develop

I’m very proud of the C14 method we’ve developed. What started out as a

a motor that would enable us to enter the most competitive market in Europe,

joke in 2000 has resulted in a method, partly patented, to measure the

amount of carbon in the flue gas produced by biomass, using the C14

account for some 70%) but also for outside organisations such as universities of technology, companies, KEMA and TNO.
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method, which is generally used to establish the age of objects. So far this

The E&S Unit’s focus on the practical side has made its staff aware of the

France. E&S decided to re-engineer the system completely. Together we

amount of ‘green’ carbon dioxide released from burning mixtures of

has been done using tables, but measuring flue gases directly provides a

importance of imaging. Saurwalt believes that this is at least as important

went through the whole process from the prototype to a pilot and then a

biomass and fossil fuel. Now the method is part of the standard (a standard

good idea of the relationship between biomass and fossil fuels.’

to technology transfer as technology itself. ‘We’re technical nerds, but if

trial system, which we launched on the market. Now, thanks to E&S, we’re

European measuring technique) for determining the content of biogenic

you want to market something it has to look good. You only have one

at the point where we have indeed been able to attract major French

carbon in fuel. Isn’t that great?!’

opportunity to create a good first impression.’

manufacturers as customers. And it was the same with this project: E&S

Frits Bakker

is a partner that shares responsibility for the project from start to finish.
Frits Bakker took a higher professional course in Analytical Chemistry. He is
We’ve learned that ECN is at home with a whole range of technologies,

a Technical Consultant in the Materials Testing & Consultancy Department

from high voltages to microvolts. I’m constantly referring colleagues to

of the E&S Unit.

ECN, as ECN often has the technologies they need available off the shelf.
Why doesn’t ECN market them itself? Perhaps because it’s a scientific
organisation and wants to get everything right, down to the last detail.
Corporate Holland stands to benefit from the business instincts of SMEs
coming together and cross-fertilising with ECN technology more often.
‘Money is often a problem. Medium-sized companies are not so keen to
invest a million euros in a single project, but with ECN’s technologies
we can build up a very strong position in sustainability in the Netherlands.
The government should be a bit less cautious with development credit

ECN
revealed:
facts and figures

Ambition and mission
ECN (Energy research Centre of the Netherlands) occupies a unique
position in Europe with its wide-ranging knowledge of energy technology.
ECN aims to carry out groundbreaking research that will have a major
influence on energy transition and to bring technologies to every stage of
development and market them. The strength of a research organisation
like ECN lies in this portfolio, which enables ECN to develop the new
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generation of technologies needed to meet the government’s sustainable
energy targets. Many technologies developed at ECN have reached
maturity in recent years, increasingly resulting in third-party economic
activity. In this way ECN is actively counteracting the innovation paradox
identified by the Wijffels Committee.
ECN’s mission: ECN develops high-quality knowledge and technology for
a sustainable energy system and transfers these to the market.

Personnel Department
ECN is well aware that the organisation’s capital lies in its people. Top-level
research requires top-level staff, and this is the theme of the strategic plan
and the new people management system that ECN introduced in 2007.
All the projects that have been launched in this connection focus on
employee development and career opportunities, creating greater clarity
between employer and employees and the ability to offer tailor-made
solutions. ECN needs employees who set themselves apart by their knowledge and skills (see also the Introduction). The diagrams on page 52 give
a good idea of developments in the current workforce.
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Employees by gender and ethnicity

ECN employees by age category
Start employment
2007
64
9
73

End employment
2007
58
1
59

Female, Dutch citizens
115
117
16
Female, foreign citizens
14
19
8
Total females
129
136
24
				
Total ECN
610
631
97

14
3
17

Male, Dutch citizens
Male, foreign citizens
Total males

As of
01.01.2007
467
14
481

As of
31.12.2007
473
22
495

120
106
100

95

93

89

80
68
60

76

65

60

39

ECN Job Categories / by number of employees

4%

Management

3%

Number of employees

40

9%

10%

Research
Research Support & Technical Development

5%

2

0

... - 19

25 - 29

30 - 34

35 - 39

40 - 44

45 - 49

50 - 54

55 - 59

60 - ...

53

Total ECN length of employment

17%

250

Facility Services
Fire Department

20 - 24

35%

Consulting
Administration

16

Age categories

Technical Realisation & Maintenance

213
200

17%

150

130

100
Number of employees

52

20

88
57

48

50

51
26

12

8

35 - 39

40 - ...

0
... - 4
Years in service

5-9

10 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 29

30 - 34

Contract work

The figure shows not only the target and the annual LTIF rate but also

The aim is to stay below the ‘ECN standard’ for inspections (0.05 = 1 non-

The strength of an institution such as ECN lies in its broad portfolio, which

Another important point is that licensing revenue in 2007 rose to about

the average over five years, which tells us that ECN has reached a fairly

compliance per 20 staff per inspection). As the chart shows, on average

enables ECN to develop the next generation of technologies needed to

700,000 euros. Substantial private-sector investments in applications of

low plateau. The LTIF rate can only be brought down still further by

ECN complies with this very exacting standard, and the maximum rate

meet government targets. In recent years a remarkable number of

ECN technology have been pledged, estimated to amount to some 26

persistent long-term efforts to improve technology, behaviour and organi-

is 0.1.

technologies developed at ECN have reached maturity. The number of

million euros, and nine new patents have been registered.

sation. To encourage this, ECN decided in 2007 to apply for certification
under the international occupational health & safety standard, OHSAS

projects on the point of being transferred to industry is growing rapidly.

Sick leave

18001. The certification audit is to take place in June 2008. A positive
Patents
Year

2006
14,461
788
6,809
2,910
2,194
771
5,860

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Internal
applications
13
18
10
11
13
11
10

Filed
in Holland
8
16
5
7
6
5
6

Patents
in portfolio
92
89
86
91
83
77
70

International
patents
3
5
3
1
2
3
3

33,793

4

development in this area is that the number of near miss reports is going
up year on year.

3
LTIF

Revenues third parties (x 1,000 euro)
		
2007
National companies		
16,261
National energy sector 		
328
European Commission		
8,373
International companies		
3,582
Ministries a.o.		
1,757
R&D Institutes		
539
Senter Novem a.o.		
9,490
			
Total		
40,330

Being a research centre, ECN works with a lot of dangerous chemicals and
substances. The quantities of these substances are generally small at ECN

2
1

but the staff handles a wide variety of them. We continued to apply our
extremely strict inspection system to the storage of dangerous substances

0

in 2007. The chart below shows the results for 2006 and 2007.

’00
LTIF

’02

’04

LTIF 5-year average

’06

’08

’10

Target 5-year average
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It goes without saying that ECN’s commercial activities must continue to

research stage. ECN cherishes its scientific depth. Wherever possible

be based on its ongoing efforts to deepen our knowledge. The quality

ECN cooperates with universities and attracts talented young researchers;

must be absolutely clear, not only at the end of the research process,

writing articles for scientific periodicals and trade journals is actively

when the technology hits the market, but also at the beginning, at the

encouraged.

Publications 2007
				
ECN reports				
Peer reviewed articles in academic periodicals		
Peer reviewed articles in specialist periodicals		
Conference submissions				
Books and book chapters				

PS
49
9
2
18
7

EBEN
8
3
10
13
0

EEI
29
5
2
9
0

BCE
25
15
5
49
14

H2CF
14
8
1
15
2

WIND
60
0
8
6
0

SUN
11
13
2
43
0

E&S
15
0
0
0
0

Total
206
41
17
90
9

Number of irregularities per FTE

Scientific publications
Hazardous materials inspections 2006/2007
0,120
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o,100
0,080
0,060

Inspection 2006/2
Inspection 2006/4

0,040

Inspection 2007/2

0,020

Inspection 2007/4

0,000

ECN-Standard
HCF

WIND

SUN

EBEN

EEI

FD

E&S

BCM

Safety & Environment
ECN applied to the Province of North Holland for a license in 2007 in order

ECN is focusing on new technology, where the hazards can also be new,

Spatial quality and housing

to expand its research. With the license – which is expected to be issued

the aim is to achieve excellent safety control, as expressed by a reduction

In partnership with the other companies at the Petten Research Facility,

quarter of 2009 the laboratories will be relocated to the new laboratory

in 2008 – ECN will be able to focus on research into all kinds of biomass

in the LTIF rate (accidents involving sick leave per million hours worked).

ECN is creating a well-kept industrial estate where the buildings are more

building 31 and the old buildings will then be demolished. NRG moved into

interconnected with the natural environment and one another. Preserving

the new Jaap Goedkoop Laboratory at the end of 2007.

sources and soil samples, even those classified as hazardous waste. As

natural qualities and developing potential qualities is also paramount at
the Facility, with efforts being made e.g. to protect, improve and restore
habitats and species there in line with the European Directive on Natura
2000. All the radiology laboratories in buildings 005 and 006, on the oldest
part of the site, were decommissioned at the end of 2007. The chemical
laboratories there will remain in use until the end of 2008. In the first

Nuclear Research
and consultancy Group

NRG is playing an essential role here with its internationally reputed

Organisational cultures

Energy

nuclear expertise. The High Flux Reactor – and in future its successor,

NRG combines three different business activities in a single organisation:

‘Looking at the area of existing reactors, we are seeing results in various

Pallas – and the associated research laboratories are indispensable for

consultancy, production and applied research. ‘That could result in diffe-

markets. The use of NRG’s ROSA software, for instance – a package that

research into sustainable energy. NRG is making a major international

rent cultures as regards mentality and practice’, says Stol. ‘But improving

optimizes core and nuclear fuel management – has extended significantly

‘International interest in a clean, reliable and affordable energy supply for

contribution, especially in the areas of nuclear waste recycling and the

our professionalism includes promoting interaction within the organisa-

in the United States. New customers for the product in Europe are Belgium

the future was greater than ever in 2007. We need to use all the options:

development of innovative nuclear fuels and materials.’

tion, based on mutual respect for the three cultures – with a supportive

(Electrabel) and Slovenia, and the signing of a contract with South Africa

attitude on all sides. We are actively working on this in the Board.

is in the pipeline. In the area of in-service inspections NRG qualified as an

energy saving, fossil fuels, renewables and nuclear power. The Sustainable
Nuclear Energy Technology Platform set up in September 2007, provides

2007 was also the year when NRG produced its new strategic plan. In

a forum for government agencies, nuclear research organisations, electri-

Search of Excellence, the NRG Strategy for 2008-2011, sets out the col-

‘Along with partners including Delft University of Technology and the

city producers and industry to work together, the aim being to develop

lective expertise resulting from almost ten years of NRG. André Versteegh,

Central Organisation for Radioactive Waste (COVRA), EPZ and Urenco,

sustainable nuclear power in Europe’, says Rob Stol, Chief Executive of

NRG Director: ‘In 2007, with In Search of Excellence, NRG laid a solid new

NRG has developed what we call a Human Capital Roadmap, a plan of

‘For the Dutch Nuclear Safety Authority NRG keeps up with the latest

NRG. ‘In its report “Fuel Mix in Move” the Dutch Energy Council noted that

foundation for the future. The time was ripe for this, firstly because the

action to inform Dutch industry – including SME suppliers – about the

developments internationally, acting as technical support organisation.

increasing the share of nuclear power needs to be seriously considered

organisation has matured, and secondly because nuclear energy is on the

building of nuclear power plants and place it in a position where the

NRG also represents the Authority on various international working

for the fuel mix of the future. And the Social and Economic Council has

brink of a new era.’ Rob Stol: ‘Our positions in the various markets also

Netherlands can in due course successfully lay claim to a share of the

groups. Lastly, there is NRG’s trend-setting work on thermal fatigue, a

commissioned a Fact Finding Study into Nuclear Power from ECN/NRG,

lead us to have realistic expectations of growth in the desired directions.’

future market. NRG is fulfilling its responsibilities in this way too.’

good example of research – in this case into damage mechanisms in power

building new nuclear power plants in the Netherlands and make recom-

‘NRG’s vision has become clearer, based on our analysis that nuclear

How did NRG’s growth target fare in 2007? Versteegh: ‘The demand for

mendations to the government. If they are to be integrated responsibly in

power will be an indispensable element in the energy mix in the near

NRG expertise from government and industry in the Netherlands and else-

a sustainable mix, these new plants will need to be subject to additional

future’, say Stol and Versteegh. ‘Large-scale use of nuclear power will

where has increased sharply. One of the major contracts on which NRG

‘Moving on to the area of building and development of fourth-generation

standards regarding safety, waste and non-proliferation.

make a sustainable contribution to preventing a potential energy shortage

began to work in 2007 involved advising the Borssele nuclear plant on

reactors (GEN4), our work there is also international’, notes Versteegh.

and structurally reducing CO2 emissions. This view is based partly on the

extending its lifetime. That’s vital, now that the plant is to remain open until

‘PBMR in South Africa is the launching customer for the Spectra computer

vision on a sustainable European energy supply in 2050, that NRG has

2033. NRG is working on a similar contract for British Energy, doing

model we have developed, which simulates the transport of graphite dust

developed in collaboration with ECN. The growth in our turnover and

research to show that British nuclear power plants can continue to operate

in a nuclear power plant. We’re also working together with Areva in

profits must logically take place in the international markets’, says Stol.

safely for a longer period of time.’

Germany, who are building an EPR type plant in Finland. NRG is writing

inspecting organisation in 2007, thus meeting the first precondition for a

station pipelines – that provides new insights which are very important

so as to develop a standpoint based on the latest facts and figures on
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contract with the German energy supplier EON.

internationally.

‘As a relatively small player, we have to look very carefully at which areas

several chapters of the operating document, which is required for a permit.

we want to compete in, otherwise we shall be outperformed. Government

NRG is also involved in a large number of European and international

funding for research is limited – also internationally – so the main growth

research programmes into computer simulation of the flow of coolants in

potential lies in the markets themselves.’

the various types of GEN4 reactors: liquid sodium, lead and melted salt, as
well as water and gas.’ The ITER-NL consortium, comprising NRG, FOM
and TNO, was set up in 2007 to pool the knowledge needed to build parts

‘Sustainable nuclear
technology for the sake of the
environment and health.’
Rob Stol and André Versteegh
Board, Nuclear Research and consultancy Group

of the ITER international fusion reactor. One of the aims of ITER-NL is to
ensure that Dutch industry plays a major part in the project.’
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Stol: ‘A growth market in the category of spin-offs lies in the projects

Health

for Shell and NAM, looking into the structural integrity of systems and

Stol: ‘The production of isotopes for nuclear medicine again accounted for

buildings. For NAM NRG is examining on-shore gas treatment systems

the lion’s share of our work in the area of health in 2007. NRG is the largest

and offshore production platforms. We completed a similar assessment of

supplier in Europe and supplies 25% of the world demand. In December

the Oosterschelde dam for the Directorate for Public Works and Water

2007 NRG was in fact the only producer in the world, as the largest

Management in 2007.’

producer in Canada was unable to start up its reactor on schedule. This
vulnerability, and above all the importance of having adequate production

Environment

facilities worldwide, has given the issue a prominent place on international

NRG is engaged in various activities in the environmental field. ‘NRG will

political agendas.

Nuclear Research and consultancy Group (NRG) specializes
in the development and application of sustainable nuclear technology for
energy, the environment and health. It was created in 1998 by merging
the nuclear activities of ECN and KEMA. The KEMA share was sold in 2005,
which resulted in all shares going to ECN. In the near future NRG will
become a foundation instead of a joint venture and the proposed set up of a
holding company with two foundations (NRG and ECN) will be realised.

build a new packaging unit for the transport and final storage at COVRA
of the existing waste at the Petten site’, says Versteegh. ‘We submitted

‘We are continuing to contribute to innovation in the medical sector with

the environmental impact assessment required for a permit in 2007. We

various activities including database applications developed in-house by

expect to start work in summer 2008, once the permit has been issued,

NRG to keep records of permits, sources and maintenance, and new

and the new facility will probably be operational a year later.

methods of computing more patient doses of therapeutic radiation.’

‘Examples of other environmental projects are NRG’s radiological monitoring
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work, technical assistance to Romania to contribute to the safe operation

Nuclear infrastructure

of a new plant, and research into the final repository of waste in different

The new Jaap Goedkoop Laboratory was completed in 2007. Versteegh:

soil strata.’

‘This is a unique facility with the latest equipment, providing labaratories
for research into such things as materials for nuclear power plants and
fusion reactors, the recycling of radioactive waste and the development of
new medical isotopes.’
Meanwhile, Pallas, the intended successor to the current HFR reactor,
came another step closer in 2007. ‘Three tenderers are now working
on the conceptual design, which has to be presented in 2008. We shall
go ahead with one of the three, provided the funding is available as
expected’, notes Stol.

With its applied international research, production and consultancy
activities, NRG targets its services at the chemical, oil and gas industries as
well as the nuclear and medical sectors. NRG is the largest supplier of
isotopes for nuclear medicine in Europe and supplies over a quarter
of the world demand.
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Energy Advisory
Committee (EAC)

External Review
Committees

Energy in the Built Environment

Solar Energy

W. van den Bogerd, Ihto-Van der Beijl B.V.

Prof. dr. Christoph Balliff, University of Neuchatel

Dr. L. van Bree, National Institute for Public Health and the Environment

Prof. dr. Paul Blom, University of Groningen

(RIVM)

Dr. Martin Fleuster, Solland Solar Energy BV

Prof. dr. E.M. Meijer, Unilever (Chairman)

Policy studies

Ir. H.M. Croes, RGD Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the

Dr. Michael Bauer, Q-Cells, AG Solon

Ing. T.P. Bokhoven, ConSolair B.V.

Drs. H.E.G.D. Dunsbergen, AER

Environment (VROM)

Mr. Frans van den Heuvel, Scheuten Solar

Dr. ir. T. van Herwijnen, ETC Energy Technology

Ir. E.C.R.H. Eijkelberg, Ministry of Economic Affairs (EZ)

Ir. C.J.G. Hamans, Rockwool

Dr. Lars Podlowski, AG Solon

Dr. ir. R. Janssen-van Rosmalen, Energy Plus

Ing. F.J. de Groot, VNO-NCW

Ing. P. Hameetman, BAM Vastgoed

Dr. Frank Witte, SenterNovem

Prof. dr. dipl. ing. M. Kühn, University of Stuttgart

Dr. J.T.N. Kimman, SenterNovem

P. Heijnen, SenterNovem

Prof. dr. Ronald van Zolingen, University of Eindhoven

Dr. P.W. Kwant, Shell International BV

Drs. J.A. Oude Lohuis, Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency

Ing. J.J. Overdiep, Gasunie

Ir. G.J.M. Prieckaerts

(MNP)

Ir. T.H. Reijenga, BEAR Architects

NRG

Prof. dr. J.H.W. de Wit, Delft University of Technology

Ir. E.J. Postmus, Gas Transport Services B.V.

R. van der Meer, UNETO-VNI

Ir. J.C.L. van Cappelle, EPZ

Dr. F. Vlieg, Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment

J. Verlinden, Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment

Dr. H.D.K. Codée, COVRA

(VROM)

(VROM)

Prof. dr. ir. T.H.J.J. van der Hagen, RID

H. Westra, Delft University of Technology, Fac. Engineering

Ir. P.G.T. de Jong, Urenco Nederland B.V.

Biomass, Coal and Environmental Research

Dr. G.J. Zijlstra, Zijlstra Management & Consultancy

Ir. G.R. Küpers, Kandt Management

Ir. M. van Berlo, Afval Energie Bedrijf

Prof. dr. ir. R. van Zolingen, Shell Solar Energy Systems B.V.

Mr. A. van Limborgh, Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the
Environment (VROM)

E. Goudappel, Jacobs Nederland B.V.
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Ir. H. Klein Teeselink, HoSt

Hydrogen & Clean Fossil Fuels

Dr. P.J.W.M. Müskens, Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the

R. de Kler, Nuon

Ir. E.H. Lysen, University of Utrecht

Environment (VROM)

H. Kursten, Eneco

Ir. F. Denys, SenterNovem

Ir. G.C. van Uitert, Ministry of Economic Affairs (EZ)

Ir. G.R. Küpers, KandT Management B.V.

Dr. I.S. Williamson, Air Products

Prof. dr. ir. A.H.M. Verkooijen, RID

Ir. K.W. Kwant, SenterNovem

Dr. J.P.P. Huijsmans, Shell Global Solutions

W. Schonewille, Rotterdam Port Authority N.V.

Drs. J.J.P. Reintjes, Nefit

E. van Seventer, Agrotechnology & Food Innovations

Dr. M. Steen, JRC-IE

Dr.ir. W. Willeboer, Essent Energie Productie

Ing. R.C.F. de Kler, MBA, NUON,
Dr. E.K. Erdle, Efceco

Energy Efficiency in Industry
Dr. ir. W.J.W. Bakker, Dutch Separation Technology Institute (DSTI)

Wind Energy

Drs. G. Brouwer, Rotterdam Climate Initiative (RCI)

Ir. G.F. Bakema, Essent

Dr. T. Graafland, Shell Nederland BV

Ing. van de Brug, Ballast Nedam

Drs. P. Haemers, SenterNovem

Prof. ir. W.L. Kling, TenneT

Ir. H. Keuken, Process Design Centre (PDC)

Prof. dr. ir. G.A.M. van Kuik, Delft University of Technology

Prof. dr. ir. J.T.F. Keurentjes, Akzo Nobel

D.P. Molenaar, Siemens Nederland B.V.

Dr. J.P. de Kleijn, Stichting Nederlandse Apparaten voor de Procesindustrie

J.T. Olesen, VESTAS Wind Systems A/S, Denmark

(Dutch Foundation for Process Industry Instruments - NAP)

Dr. D. Quarton, Garrad Hassen & Partners, England

Ir. G.J. Koopman, Koninklijke Vereniging van Nederlandse Papier- en

M.Sc. F. Rasmussen, Risø National Laboratory, Denmark

Kartonfabrieken (Netherlands Association of Paper and Carboard

Ir. H.P.G.M. den Rooijen, Shell Wind Energy B.V.

Manufacturers - VNP)

Dipl. Ing. V. Schellings, GE Wind Energy, Germany

Dr. ir. G.J. Kwant, DSM
Ir. A.M.G. Pennartz, KWA Business Consultants
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Supervisory
Board

Prof.dr. W.C. Turkenburg

(68, male, Dutch, Chairman since June 2005)

(65, male, Dutch)

• P rofessor of Natural Sciences and Society, Natural

Planning and the Environment, The Hague

• P resident of the Energy Delta Institute

Sciences Faculty, Utrecht University
Society, Natural Sciences Faculty, Utrecht University

Appointment date
First appointed in September 2001. The current

• C hairman of the Board of Supervisory Directors of

of Groningen

• S cientific Director of the Copernicus Institute for
Ir. A. van der Velden

• Chairman U.A.F. Management Board

University

(67, male, Dutch)

• Chairman International Advisory Board Rotterdam
• E arth Charter

• Member of the Board of the International Institute for
Industrial Environmental Economics (IIIEE), Lund
University, Sweden
• Member of the Board of Directors of the International

• Worldconnectors

Energy Initiative (IEI), with regional offices in

• A mbassador Derde Kamer (NCDO)

Bangalore (India) and Sao Paulo (Brazil)

• Member / manager of the management company
Breesaap B.V.
Appointment date
First appointment in June 2005. The current appointment
term runs until June 2009.

• Member of the Board of the SENSE Research School,
VU University Amsterdam
• C hairman of the steering group of the BSIK research
programme CATO (CO2 capture, transport and
storage), Utrecht Centre for Energy research
• Member of the Programme Committee for Energy
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H.A.D. van den Boogaard
(68, male, Dutch)
• C hairman of the Board of Supervisory Directors of
Grimaflor B.V.
• Member of the Board of Supervisory Directors of ICT
Automatisering
• Member of the Achmea Management Board
• C hairman of Fortis Fonds Barneveld e.o.
• C hairman of YMCA Asset Management Foundation
Appointment date
First appointment in May 1996. The current appointment term runs until June 2009.

Reseach at Universities, NWO and SenterNovem
• Member of the Advisory Committee for the scientific

(61, male, Dutch)

• V ice-chairman of the Board of Supervisory Directors
of Stork N.V.
• Member of the Board of Supervisory Directors of TKH
Group N.V.
• Deputy Chairman of the Netherlands Commission for
EIA
• Member of the Committee on Development
Cooperation for the Advisory Board on International
Affairs
• Member of the Energy Transition task force
First appointed in February 1996. The current appointment runs until 1 February 2008.

UCN N.V.
•V
 ice-chairman of the Board of URENCO Ltd.
•M
 ember of the Board of Supervisory Directors of
Essent N.V.

Energy Assessment (GEA), IIASA, Laxenburg, Austria
• Member of the SCEF committee (Speciale Commissie
Fundamental Research on Matter (FOM), Utrecht
• Member of the Future Energy Supplies Commission
Social and Economic Council of the Netherlands
(SER), The Hague
• A dvisory Commission Member, Basic Research and

Appointment date

Innovative Science for Energy (BRISE), European

First appointment in April 1996. The current appoint-

Commission, Brussels, Belgium

• Member Committee on Energy, VNO-NCW
•M
 ember Advisory Board of Syntens West-Nederland
•B
 oard Member of EMVT (ElektroMagnetisc High
Power Technology)
• B oard Member of WEC (World Energy Council), the
Netherlands

Network on Fuel Cells and Hydrogen, Nord
Rheinland-Westfalen.
• C hairman of the Programme Advisory Committee of
the Energie Forschungszentrum Jülich
• Member of the Scientific-Technical Committee (WTA)
of the Forschungszentrum Jülich

• Member of the Advisory Board for E.ON Ruhrgas AG

•M
 ember of Netherlands Academy of Technology and

• C hairman of the Workgroup Hydrogen (PNG)

• Member of the General Board of the Prins Bernhard
Cultural Fund
• Member of the Supervisory Board of the International
Institute for Social Studies (The Hague)
• C hairman of the Board of Clingendael international
Energy Program
•M
 ember of the Supervisory Board of Wintershall
Nederland
• C hairman of the Board of the Funding Foundation for
the Clingendael Institute International Energy Program
• Member of the Supervisory Board of the Groninger
Museum Foundation
•M
 ember of the Advisory Committee for the

• Member of the organisational committee for Global

(development of solar cell components)

• Member of the Transition Platform New Gas (PNG)

• Member of the Advisory Board of Advanced Power a.g.

Change (PCCC), KNMI and MNP, Bilthoven

• Member of the Advisory Council of the Kompetenz-

(development of Stirling motors)
• C hairman of the Shareholder Meeting of RGS b.v.

•B
 oard Member of Tecnostart Foundation

Storage of CO2)
• Member of the Platform Communication on Climate

Dr. Ton Hoff (managing director)

• Member of the Shareholder Meeting of Enatec b.v.

• Member of the General Energy Council

for the EU programme CASTOR (Capture And

(Commissie Toekomstige Energievoorziening) of the

ment runs until June 2008.

Nedcap N.V.

Bangalore, India
• Member of the Science and Technology Committee

• Member of the Supervisory Board of Draka
Rabobank IJsseldelta

• C hairman of the Board of Supervisory Directors of

Appointment date

• C hairman of the Managing Board of NUON
• C hairman of the Board of Supervisory Directors of

Vitens N.V.

journal Energy for Sustainable Development, IEI,

voor Energie Fysica) of the Foundation for
Ir. L.M.J. van Halderen

• C hairman of the Board of Supervisory Directors of

Board of
Directors

Dr. Kees van der Klein (adjunct-director)

Berenschot Holding
• C hairman of the Supervisory Board of the University

Sustainable Development and Innovation, Utrecht

• Chairman Curatorium VNO-NCW

• C hairman of the Board of Supervisory Directors of

appointment runs until September 2009.

• Minister of State
• Chairman Management Board University of Tilburg

Drs. G.H.B. Verberg

Power Plant Borssele, Ministry of Housing, Spatial

• H ead of the Department of Natural Sciences and
Dr. R.F.M. Lubbers

• S upervisory Committee Member, Analysis Nuclear

(61, male, Dutch)

Waddenfonds
Appointment date
First appointment in June 2005. The current term runts
until June 2009.

Innovation
• Member of the Supervisory Board of Energy Valley
Foundation
•V
 ice President of the Advisory Group on Energy for

• Member of the Transition Platform Sustainable Energy
Supply
• Member of the Programme Committee for Energy
Research of NWO/SenterNovem

the 7th Framework Programme, European

• Member of the Executive Board ACTC / NWO

Commission

• Member of the Executive Committee Dutch

• C hairman of the Advisory Board of the Competence
Center Energy and Mobility (CCEM) Paul Scherrer
Institute, Switzerland
• Member of the Supervisory Board of FOM
(Foundation for Fundamental Research on Matter)
• B oard Member of ATO (Association of Technology
Transfer)
• Member of Advisory Board of Equens (formerly
Interpay)

Separation Technology Institute (DSTI)
• V ice-Chairman of the BSIK programme CATO (CO2Capture, Transport and Storage)
• Member of the Board of the Gas Research And
Sustainability Program (GrASp)
• Member of the Advisory Board of the Master of
Business in Energy Systems Delft TopTech (TU Delft)
• C hairman Supervisory Board FEST b.v. i.o.
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Corporate Governance
Report

The members of the Supervisory Board are appointed by the Minister
of Economic Affairs on the recommendation of the Supervisory Board.
The Supervisory Board consults with the Board of Directors and the Works
Council when making these recommendations. Candidates must fit within

Report of the
Supervisory Board

Remuneration and Appointments Committee
and L.M.J. van Halderen, met twice in 2007. The topics dealt with included
a whistle-blowing scheme, the composition of the Supervisory Board and

The Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board subscribe to the

the profile laid down by the Supervisory Board. The Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board held four regular meetings this year. The Board of

recommendations to fill the vacancies occurring in 2008, personnel policy,

general principles and criteria set out in the Tabaksblat Code, i.e. integrity

draws up this profile taking account of the nature of ECN, its work and

Directors attended each meeting. A total of two members were absent

remuneration and the targets of the Statutory Director.

and transparency, with proper supervision and reporting. Although the

the expertise, experience and independence required of its members.

from a meeting once. The topics dealt with at the meetings included:

Code is directed at Dutch companies quoted on the stock exchange,

The Supervisory Board evaluates the profile annually. Members of the

• F inancial affairs of ECN and NRG, including the annual accounts, the

the Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board decided in 2004 to

Supervisory Board are appointed for a period of four years and may be

regular financial reports, the investment plan, the operational plan and

Under the regulations, any conflicting interests of a member of the

implement those parts of it that are relevant to ECN, and a set of

reappointed a maximum of twice.

the investments in associated companies. The annual accounts were

Supervisory Board, the Board of Directors or the external auditor of

discussed in the presence of the external auditor.

material importance to ECN or the person in question must be reported

regulations containing them was drawn up in 2005. These were not
amended in 2007.

The Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board are responsible for
ECN’s corporate governance structure, reporting to the Minister of

• T he R&D plan and the recommendations of the External Assessment
Committees and the Energy Advisory Committee.

The ECN Board of Directors consists of a Statutory Director and a Deputy

Economic Affairs. The Board of Directors and, if necessary, the Supervisory

• T he restructuring of ECN and NRG.

Director. The former is the Chairman of the Board. He bears ultimate res-

Board provide the Minister with any information he may require.

• O ther matters. The report from the internal ECN Scientific Advisory Council,

ponsibility for the organisation as a whole, reporting to the Supervisory

the new PALLAS reactor, the new ECN top management structure.

Board. He is appointed, suspended and dismissed by the Supervisory
64

This committee, comprising A. van der Velden (chairman), R.F.M. Lubbers

Conflict of interest

immediately to the Chairman of the Supervisory Board. No such reports
were received in 2007. The relevant provisions of the regulations have
been complied with.

Independence
In the opinion of the Supervisory Board, the requirement that each of its

Board. The current Director has been appointed for an indefinite period.

A member of the Supervisory Board attended two of the six consultation

members must be independent, with the exception of a maximum of one,

The Director’s remuneration is set by the Supervisory Board.

meetings of the Works Council with the Director.

has been complied with. The Supervisory Board regards all its members

The Supervisory Board comprises of six members. Its tasks are to

The Supervisory Board has two committees, the Audit Committee and the

supervise the management of the organisation by the Board of Directors

Remuneration and Appointments Committee, which each prepare special

Changes

and the general running of the organisation and its affiliated companies.

topics for the Supervisory Board. Regulations for both committees were

The composition of the Supervisory Board did not change in 2007.

The Supervisory Board advises the Board of Directors.

drawn up and approved by the Supervisory Board in 2005 as part of

as independent.

Corporate Governance.

The Supervisory Board thanks the Board of Directors and staff for their
efforts and achievements in 2007, which made the past year a successful

Audit Committee

one for ECN.

This committee, comprising H.A.D. van den Boogaard (chairman), W.C.

Rotterdam, 18 March 2008

Turkenburg and G.H. Verberg, met three times in 2007. The topics dealt
with at the meetings included the annual accounts and management
letter, the auditor’s report, the restructuring of ECN and NRG and the
funding of the HFR.
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Directors’
Report
Introduction

In recent years, a remarkable number of technologies developed at ECN

The situation at balance sheet date

Following the employment consultations in December 2007, at which

have reached maturity. The number of projects on the point of being

2007 was a good year for ECN financially. The solvency ratio (shareholders’

changes in the level of pay were discussed, the AWVN employers’ fede-

transferred to industry is growing rapidly. Private-sector investment in

equity divided by total assets) increased from 5.4% to 6.4%, and liquidity

ration is to carry out a benchmarking exercise for ECN and NRG in 2008

commercial applications of ECN technology increased further in 2007, and

rose to 69.9 million euros. A large proportion of this money (54.4 million

in order to ascertain objectively how remuneration and fringe benefits at

nine new patents were registered.

euros) is not at the free disposal of ECN as it is subject to obligations

ECN and NRG relate to those in other private sector organisations.

regarding its use.

The consolidated annual accounts of Stichting Energieonderzoek Centrum
Nederland (ECN) comprise the annual accounts of ECN and the group

ECN’s research activities focus in particular on multi-annual demand-

companies:

driven programmes formulated in close consultation with the Ministry of

An agreement was signed with Euratom to operate the HFR in the year

Association of Former Employees of ECN & NRG (OMEN). OMEN has

• VOF Nuclear Research and Consultancy Group

Economic Affairs and SenterNovem in the EZS (subsidy from the Ministry

2007 under the EU’s Supplementary HFR Programme. The proposed

applied for a declaratory judgment that ECN et al. did not have the power

• ECN Nucleair BV

of Economic Affairs) research programme. The aim is to increase the

setting-up of a Joint Undertaking to regulate the role of the Supplementary

to change the indexation provisions in the pension schemes for former

• ECN Wind Energy Facilities BV (WEF)

substantive synergy between the EZS research programme and the EOS

Programme in the running of the HFR from 2008 has been delayed.

ECN employees. The written proceedings have been completed and it is

• Sunlab BV

(Energy Research Strategy) contracts. The quality of current ECN research

The grant aid from the Ministry of Economic Affairs was reduced from 9.9

now up to the court to decide. No provision has been made for the

is generally high, in some cases ‘trend-setting’ in Europe. This was the

million euros to 8.2 million euros in 2007, but this was offset by a one-off

possible financial consequences of the case.

ECN’s mission can be described as follows: ‘ECN develops high-level

finding of the international peer review committee that checked the

grant from Euratom to the tune of 2.5 million euros. The grants from these

knowledge and technology for a sustainable energy system and transfers

quality of the Units and the organisation as a whole in 2007.

foundations for 2008 and subsequent years have not yet been announced;

The final account for the insurance contract between ECN and Centraal

intensive consultations are under way between Euratom and the Ministry,

Beheer Achmea, which was made non-contributory as of 31 December

which are expected to come to fruition at some time in 2008.

2006, was received at the end of 2007, resulting in an additional pension

it to the market.’
The research activities in the field of nuclear technology were transferred
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A summons was issued against ECN and NRG in July 2007 by the

ECN, a private-law organisation, is a task-driven organisation that

to the Nuclear Research and consultancy Group (NRG) in 1998. NRG has

occupies a unique position in Europe by virtue of the knowledge it is able

gained a good position for itself in its particular area of the international

The ECN workforce as of 31 December 2007 rose by 52 vis-à-vis 31

to provide in the field of sustainable energy. Its high-quality research

scientific world as a centre of expertise, focusing on developing know-

December 2006, from 906 (NRG 302) to 958 (NRG 325). The number of

Consultations took place with the Tax and Customs Administration on the

infrastructure enables it to (further) develop and utilise knowledge and

ledge, products and processes for the safe use of nuclear technology in

full-time equivalents (FTEs) rose from 833 (NRG 286) to 872 (NRG 293).

new ‘RBF’ scheme (an early retirement scheme for certain tough jobs),

innovative technology. ECN aims to carry out groundbreaking research

energy, the environment and health.
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which supersedes the old ‘FLO’ scheme. These are still in progress. The

Developments during the financial year

provision included in the balance sheet allows for a worst-case scenario

Stichting ECN holds a 70% capital share in NRG; the remaining 30% is

ECN is well aware that the organisation’s capital lies in its people. Top-level

in which the Tax and Customs Administration regards parts of the pension

held by ECN Nucleair BV, a company fully owned by Stichting ECN. This

research requires top-level staff, and this is the theme of the strategic

scheme as inadmissible under tax law and imposes the appropriate levies.

structure remains from the old situation (until 2006) in which the 30%

plan and the new people management system that ECN introduced in

stake was held by KEMA. A more appropriate structure was examined in

2007. The three projects that have been launched – the introduction of the

A total sum of 12.4 million euros was invested in 2007. The most important

2007 and is to be implemented in 2008.

new job framework, competency management and a new performance

investment was in the Jaap Goedkoop Laboratory (5.2 million euros).

and appraisal system – all focus on employee development and career

Other investments were made in upgrading a number of pilot lines, various

The activities of ECN Wind Energy Facilities BV relate to the operation

opportunities, creating greater clarity between employer and employees

laboratory systems and equipping a building.

of a trial wind farm for Megawatt wind turbines. They comprise research

and the ability to offer tailor-made solutions.

that will have a major influence on energy transition, applying knowledge
and technological development in practice.

cost of 2.5 million euros.

into the ‘wake effects’ among wind turbines erected on the farm, supplying
the power they generate back to the grid, and renting out testing
space to third parties wishing to erect their own prototype turbines.
The turbines were sold to NIB Capital in a sale and leaseback transaction
at the end of 2003.

Financial results

Expectations for 2008

Net operating revenue rose by 8.3% to 132.0 million euros, owing mainly

The Board of the ECN looks forward to the year 2008 with confidence.

to growth in turnover from contracts with Dutch industry. Additional

We expect net operating revenue to be at least as good as in 2007. ECN

expenditure was incurred in achieving this growth: there were rises in

is in a good position to take advantage of the opportunities in a growing

particular in wages and salaries (+16%) and project-related costs (+10%).

market (the EU, China, etc.). ECN will still have to make substantial

When comparing the results with last year we need to take a one-off

efforts, however, to recruit and retain the right kind of talent in the current

pension cost of 11 million euros included in the 2006 figures into account.

job market.

The income from investments in associated companies was negative as a

The legal structure of ECN and NRG is expected to be changed into a

result of startup losses due to development activities still in progress in

holding company with two foundations operating independently but in

the 30% holding RGS Development BV. The income from investments in

tandem. In the outside world, the demand for good, practical and econo-

associated companies last year was still positive owing to the exercise of

mically viable innovation will probably increase sharply, and with it the

the put option on the shares in InDEC BV.

demand for ECN technology. This offers good prospects for the future,

Financial
report

which ECN can look forward to with confidence.
7.2 million euros was added to the provision for radioactive waste in 2007.
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This was due mainly to an increase in the estimated cost of processing and

The level of investment in 2008 is expected to be around 15 million euros.

disposing of historic waste (requiring more preparation and transport), the

This includes a sum of 8.7 million euros projected for equipping one of the

dismantling and decommissioning of the radiological laboratories (under

buildings, which will be taken into service in order to replace a number of

a new system developed by the IAEA), and the use of the HABOG, as

antiquated buildings which will eventually be demolished.

allowance was made for waste coming from Petten for a longer period.
The additional costs are offset for the most part by funding from outside
organisations.
During the financial year, on top of the regular 2 million euros pledged for
the index-linking of the pensions with Centraal Beheer Achmea, 1 million
euros was paid in advance in connection with performance-linked pension
indexation in 2007. The combined payment resulted in indexation of 0.95%.
The total amount that became available for performance-linked pension
indexation in 2007 was 2.5 million euros.

Lastly, efforts to clear overdue maintenance work will continue.
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Consolidated balance sheet as at 31 December
(in EUR x 1,000)
(before appropriation of profit)

Consolidated statement of income (in EUR x 1,000)

ASSETS
Fixed assets
1
Intangible fixed assets
2
Tangible Fixed Assets
Financial fixed assets
3
• Participations in knowledge-based companies
3
• Other participations
3
• Securities
3
• Other receivables
Total financial fixed assets 		
Total fixed assets		
Current assets
4
Work in progress
5
Receivables and prepaid expenses
Inventories		
		
Cash and cash equivalents

6

TOTAL		
70

Toelichting

Toelichting 31-12-07 31-12-06

134
31,021

87
24,852

592
23
25,190
5,544
31,349
62,504

796
33
25,283
6,420
32,532
57,471

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15

178,325

164,208

11,042

Cash flow from business operations		

16,494		

27,133

Financial income: interest received
3,080		
3,199
Profit tax on operating activities
-619		
-583
		
2,461		

2,616

-820

4,061

-3,700

-619

-583

3,442

-4,283

Share in income from participations		

-928

3,338

Cash flow from investment activities		
		

-10,343		
8,612		

-1,155
28,594

Net result		

2,514

-945

Financial expenses: interest paid		

-5,063		

-4,019

Cash flow from financing activities		

0		

0

Movements in cash and cash equivalents		

3,549		

24,575

Opening balance cash		

66,335		

41,760

Closing balance cash		

69,884		

66,335

Movement in cash		

3,549		

24,575

24

Result on ordinary operations before tax

TOTAL		

Movement in working capital
- Work in progress
-2,947		
-1,922
- Inventories
674		
-1,771
- Current receivables
-3,262		
-4,149
- Current liabilities
6,718		
18,884
		
1,183		

-1,983

Operating income		

31,937
10,701
1,971
8,027
8,306
8,681
69,623

-2,880
4,090
1
810
14,070

-2,880

164,208

32,216
10,081
2,972
8,527
16,973
5,572
76,341

6,044		
4,382		
0		
0		
4,885		

6,044

178,325

Current liabilities
16
Deferred income third parties
16
Accounts payable
16
Taxes and social security contributions
16
Other personnel costs
16
Debts relating to pensions
16
Other liabilities and accrued expenses
		

Cash flow from operating activities
Operating result		
Depreciation of tangible fixed assets		
Amortization of intangible fixed assets		
Impairment of intangible fixed assets		
Addition to / use of provision		

51,773
2,472
20,641
1
810
4,090
44,928
124,715

66,335

736
14,215
2,306
4,564
1,048
56,499
3,319
1,562
1,483
85,732

2006

55,201
2,061
11,316
0
0
4,382
52,979
125,939

69,884

390
12,927
2,419
2,056
1,084
64,632
3,258
1,813
2,038
90,617

2007		

1,825
7,162
121,835

14,158
20,006
6,238
40,402

8,812
41
8,853

44,580
65,054
3,214
68,268

		

2,351
9,801
131,983

17,105
23,268
5,564
45,937

11,326
41
11,367

2006

19
Capitalized corporate production
20
Other operating income
Total operating income		

Financial income and expenses

7
Group equity
Equity		
Minority interest		
		

Provisions
Provision for redundancy
Provision for pension indexation
Provision for compensation on commencement of retirement
Provision for Job-Related Discharge Regulation (RBF)
Provision for long service awards
Provision for radioactive waste
Other provisions: - major maintenance
- work in progress
- other

Operating income			
Income
17
42,141
• Financing by the State of the Netherlands
18
74,743
• Assignments and other funds
• Increase/decrease in work in progress		
2,947
		
77,690

Operating expenses
21
Wages and salaries
21
Social security contributions
21
Pension charges
Amortisation of intangible fixed assets		
Impairment of intangible fixed assets		
22
Depreciation of tangible fixed assets
23
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses

Liabilities

2007

Consolidated cash flow statement (in EUR x 1,000)

Taxation on result from ordinary operations

25

Result on ordinary operations after taxation

Cash flow from operating activities		
Investments in intangible fixed assets
Disposals of intangible fixed assets
Investments in tangible fixed assets
Disposal of tangible fixed assets
Acquisition of group companies
Acquisition of non-consolidated participations
Disposal of other financial fixed assets
Movement in other receivables

18,955		

-47		
0		
-12,439		
1,888		
0		
-714		
93		
876		

29,749

-87
10
-5,317
1,609
-2,100
3,482
253
995
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements
General

Unless indicated otherwise, all amounts stated in the annual report are x EUR 1,000.
Stichting Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland [Energy research Centre of the
Netherlands] (ECN) has its registered office in Petten, municipality of Zijpe, the
Netherlands.
For the Stichting’s objective, reference is made to Article 3 of the Articles of Association,
which reads: ‘The objective of the Stichting is to gain knowledge and experience in the
field of energy and to ensure that it is effectively made instrumental to the public interest
and the various sub-interests to be distinguished therein.’
Activities
The activities of Stichting Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland, with its registered
office in Petten, the Netherlands, and its group companies consist primarily of:
a. c onducting and commissioning fundamental, strategic, and applied research and
related studies in fields determined by the Stichting itself, or as instructed by the
national government, lower government authorities, companies, including electricity
companies, other organizations and individuals.
b. m aking accessible and sharing the results of research and studies as referred to under
a., and supervising and providing support in the application of those results.
c. c ollaborating with companies, including energy companies, and other research institutions in research and studies as referred to under a.
d. c ontributing to coordinating research and studies in the Netherlands, and collaboration
internationally.
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Group structure
Stichting ECN heads a group of companies. An overview of the information required
under Sections 379 and 214 Book 2, of the Netherlands Civil Code is included below:
Consolidated participations:
Name
Registered office
Share in
		
issued capital
NRG v.o.f.
Petten, municipality of Zijpe
70%
NRG Personeel v.o.f.
Petten, municipality of Zijpe
70%
ECN Nucleair B.V.
Petten, municipality of Zijpe
100%
ECN Nucleair B.V. holds the other 30% of the shares in NRG v.o.f. and
NRG Personeel v.o.f.
Wind Energy Facilities B.V.
Petten, municipality of Zijpe
100%
SunLab B.V.
Petten, municipality of Zijpe
100%
Non-consolidated participations
For a specification of the non-consolidated participations, reference is made to the note
on the participations in the balance sheet.
Consolidation principles
The consolidated financial statements of Stichting ECN include the financial statements
of the group companies, and other legal entities over which Stichting ECN has management control, or that are managed centrally. The consolidated financial statements are
prepared in accordance with the accounting policies of Stichting ECN.
The financial statements of the group companies, and other legal entities and companies
included in the consolidation, have been fully included in the consolidated financial
statements. All intercompany balances and transactions have been eliminated. Third
party interests in Stichting ECN’s equity and the results of group companies are reported
separately in the consolidated financial statements.

The results of newly acquired group companies and the other legal entities and companies
included in the consolidation are consolidated as from the date of acquisition. On that date,
the assets, provisions, and liabilities are valued at fair value. The paid goodwill is charged
fully to the result in the year of acquisition of the entity. The results of divested participations are included in the consolidation until the date the group affiliation is terminated.
Accounting principles - general
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the
provisions in Title 9, Book 2, of the Netherlands Civil Code.
Valuation of assets and liabilities and determination of financial results are based on
the historical cost convention. Assets and liabilities are recorded at face value, unless
mentioned otherwise. Income and expenditures are accounted for on an accrual basis.
Profits are recorded insofar as realised as at the balance sheet date. Liabilities and
possible losses originating before the end of the year are recorded if they have
become known before the preparation of the financial statements.
Financial instruments
Financial instruments include primary financial instruments, such as receivables and
debts, and derivative financial instruments. For the accounting principles relating to the
primary financial instruments, we refer to the note on this specific balance sheet item.
Stichting ECN has not hedged the currency and interest rate risks incurred on derivative
financial instruments during the financial year 2007.
Changes in the presentation
To facilitate comparison, the figures for the financial year 2006 have been modified where
necessary to be in line with the presentation used for the financial year 2007.
Translation of foreign currencies
Receivables, debts, and liabilities in foreign currencies are translated at the exchange
rates prevailing at the balance sheet date.
Transactions in foreign currencies during the year under review are recognized in
the financial statements at the exchange rates prevailing at the transaction date. The
exchange differences resulting from the translation as at the balance sheet date are
included in the statement of income, taking into account any hedge transactions.

Principles for valuation of assets and liabilities
Intangible fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets are stated at cost incurred, less accumulated amortisation and
impairment, if any. Annual amortisation is based on the straight-line method over a period
of five years.
The goodwill acquired during the year as a result of take-overs (representing the difference between the acquisition price paid and the net asset value of the participation
acquired) is fully amortised in the year of acquisition.
Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation and impairments,
if any. Depreciation is based on estimated useful life of the respective assets and is calculated as a fixed percentage of cost, taking accounting of the residual value, if any.
Depreciation commences when the asset is first used. Land is not depreciated.

Depreciation is based on the straight-line method, applying the following periods:
• Buildings
20 years
• Temporary buildings and land facilities
10 years
• Installations and fixtures
10 years
• Instruments, machinery, etc.
5 years
• Computer equipment and software
3 years
ECN acquired the site in long-term lease from the Dutch Forestry Commission in 1957.
The lease term was extended in 2003 from 2007 to 2032.

Provisions
In 2006, the pension regulation was changed from a defined benefit regulation into a
defined contribution regulation. Under this pension plan, Stichting ECN pays fixed amounts
to the respective pension insurers and funds and has no payment obligations other than
those fixed amounts. The amounts are expensed as and when they are payable.

A provision for major maintenance is formed to defray the costs of periodic maintenance.
This provision is included under the item ‘other provisions’ at the liabilities side of the
balance sheet. For the accounting policies applied with respect to this provision, reference is made to the note on provisions.

Other long-term employee benefits:
Other long-term employee benefits concern the benefits included in the remuneration
package, such as long-service awards, temporary leave and related benefits. All these
benefits are long-term. The net liability relating to these benefits concerns the sum of the
future benefits earned by employees in exchange for their services in the current and
prior reporting periods. Actuarial gains and losses on other long-term employee benefits
are directly added or charged to the income statement.

Financial fixed assets
Non-consolidated participations on whose business and financial policies Stichting ECN
has significant influence are valued at net asset value, but not lower than nil. The net asset
value is determined in accordance with the accounting policies of Stichting ECN.

Provision for radioactive waste:
This provision has been formed for the costs of future treatment and storage of radioactive
waste. The provision is stated at present value, and is increased by an annual interest rate
of 5% to cover future price increases.

Participations with a negative net asset value are valued at nil. If Stichting ECN fully or
partly guarantees the debts of the relevant participation, a provision is formed for an
amount equal to the share in the participation’s losses or the sum of the expected payments
by Stichting ECN to the respective participation. This provision is charged primarily to the
receivables from this participation; the remainder is charged to the provisions.

Provision for major maintenance:
The provision for equal distribution of charges due to major maintenance on buildings is
determined based on expected costs over a series of years. The provision is usually set
up according to the straight-line method. The provision is based on the findings of the
Temid report published in 2006 following a survey of overdue maintenance and major
maintenance to be carried out over a period of 10 years. The maintenance performed is
deducted from this provision.

Participations on whose business and financial policies Stichting ECN has no significant
influence are valued at cost net of impairments, if any.
Capital interests of a permanent nature, other than participations, are valued at the lower
of cost or market value. The receivables from and loans to participations as well as other
receivables are included at face value, net of any provisions deemed necessary.
The securities included under the financial fixed assets are valued (per fund) at the lower
of cost or market value as at the balance sheet date. The bonds are valued at the lower
of cost or market value as at the balance sheet date, with the premium or discount upon
the acquisition of bonds, divided across their terms, charged, or added to the result.
Inventories and work in progress
Inventories of raw and ancillary materials and trade goods are valued at the average
acquisition price, determined as the lower of average purchase price and net asset value.
This lower net asset value is determined based on individual assessment of the inventories.
Work in progress is valued at cost incurred, less the amounts already stated on the
balance sheet date and losses already foreseeable on the balance sheet date. The costs
incurred include the direct use of materials, the direct wage and machinery costs and
other costs that are directly attributable to the research project. The income from the
financing of the research project is determined based on the costs incurred in connection
with the work at the balance sheet date. Instalments invoiced relating to work in progress
are deducted from the value of the work in progress. Any resulting negative balance of
work in progress is accounted for under current liabilities.
Receivables and prepaid expenses
Receivables are included at face value, less any bad debt provisions deemed necessary.
These provisions are based on an assessment of individual receivables.

Principles for determination of financial results
Operating income

Operating income includes income from services and products supplied during the year
under review, less the taxation of the turnover. Income from research projects is included in
proportion to progress made. Costs for these research projects are recognised as incurred.

Taxes

Corporate income tax is determined by applying the respective rate to the result for the
financial year, taking into account permanent differences between profit calculations for
financial reporting and tax purposes.

Share in income from participations

The results of participations on whose business and financial policies Stichting ECN exercises
significant influence are stated as the share in the profit of these participations to which
Stichting ECN is entitled. This profit is determined in accordance with the principles for
valuation and determination of the result applicable at Stichting ECN.
For participations on whose business and financial policies Stichting ECN does not exercise
significant influence, the dividend or ECN’s share in the movement in the shareholders’ equity
is regarded as result under the item ‘Share in income from participations’.

Principles for the preparation of the consolidated
cash flow statement

The cash flow statement is prepared according to the indirect method. The cash in the
cash flow statement consists of cash and cash equivalents. Cash flows in foreign
currencies are translated at an estimated average rate. Exchange differences relating
to funds are shown separately in the cash flow statement. Profit taxes, interest received
and dividends received are included under the cash flow from operating activities.
Interest and dividends paid are included under the cash flow from financing activities.
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Notes to the consolidated balance sheet

3

Movements in the knowledge-based and other participations were as follows in 2007:
2007		
Balance as at 1 January 			
829		
• C redit: disposals		
0		
-407
• D ebit: investments		
714		
1
• D ebit: results of participations		
-928
-214
262

Fixed assets	
1

Financial fixed assets

Intangible fixed assets

In 2006, SunLab BV started developing the ShereScan product, which was marketed in 2007.
The other development costs incurred in 2007 are accounted for as investment costs.

Balance as at 31 December			
Movements in intangible fixed assets can be specified as follows:
Movement
Total 2007
Acquisition price
As at 1 January 2007
87
87
Investments
47
47
Disposals
0
0
As at 31 December 2007
134
134

Total 2006

Participations in knowledge-based enterprises
		
Address
			
• E NATEC BV 		 Zevenaar, the Netherlands
• RGS DEVELOPMENT BV 		
Petten, the Netherlands
• S WEAT BV 		
Duiven, the Netherlands
• SUNDYE BV		
Petten, the Netherlands
• A STER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES BV 		 Veessen, the Netherlands
• S OLSILC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY		
Trondheim, Norway
• B O2 Energy Concepts BV		
Petten, the Netherlands

18
87
-10
95

Depreciation
As at 1 January 2007
Amortisation during FY
Disposals
As at 31 December 2007

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

-7
-1
0
-8

Book value
As at 1 January 2007
Investments
Disposals
Amortisation during FY
As at 31 December 2007

87
47
0
0
134

87
47
0
0
134

11
87
-10
-1
87

615		
ECN share
at year-end
12,8%
30,0%
33,3%
100,0%
20,0%
10,0%
92,78 / 0%

2007
euro
15
545
0
16
0
1
15

Total as at 31 December				

592

Other participations
		
Address
			
• DNC Nuclear Technology BV		 Arnhem, the Netherlands
• ToN2 BV		 Petten, the Netherlands
• SULPHCATCH BV		 Petten, the Netherlands

ECN share
at year-end
100,0%
100,0%
80,0%

2007
euro
18
5
0

Total as at 31 December				

23

2006
973
-144
829		
2006
euro
0
756
23
16
0
1
0
796		
2006
euro
18
15
0
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2

Tangible fixed assets

Land
and buildings
		
Purchase value
As at 1 January
42,574
Investments
5,463
Disposals
0
As at 31 December
48,037

Industrial
Instruments
installations
and machinery
and fixtures		

Fixed assets
in progress

Total 2007

Total 2006

Securities
Movements in the portfolio were as follows:			
2007		
Balance as at 1 January 			
25,283		
• Credit: sales		
-696		
-228
• Debit: purchases		
995		
383
• Credit: exchange differences		
-392
-93
-408

41,853
385
-150
42,088

54,732
3,617
-6,413
51,936

2,403
2,974
-1,782
3,595

141,562
12,439
-8,345
145,656

137,885
4,232
-555
141,562

Balance as at 31 December			

Movement in securities portfolio according to type:			
Balance as at 1 January			
• Credit: sales			
• Debit: purchases			
• Credit: exchange differences			
Balance as at 31 December			

Depreciation
As at 1 January
Depreciation during FY
Disposals
As at 31 December

29,327
1,661
0
30,988

37,493
909
-66
38,336

49,890
1,812
-6,391
45,311

0
0
0
0

116,710
4,382
-6,457
114,635

112,651
4,090
-31
116,710

Book value
As at 1 January
Investments
Disposals
Depreciation during FY
As at 31 December

13,247
5,463
0
-1,661
17,049

4,360
385
-84
-909
3,752

4,842
3,617
-22
-1,812
6,625

2,403
2,974
-1,782
0
3,595

24,852
12,439
-1,888
-4,382
31,021

25,234
4,232
-524
-4,090
24,852

25,190		

33		
2006
25,536
-253
25,283

The securities deposit has been pledged to the maximum value of the credit facility extended by ING Bank, for EUR 15,000. The face value of the bond portfolio is EUR 23,107
(2006: EUR 22,407). The market value is EUR 20,279 at year-end 2007 (2006: EUR 20,110). The market value of the shares portfolio is EUR 5,594 at year-end 2007 (2006: EUR 6,364).
Bonds
19,823
0
700
-297
20,226

Shares
5,460
-696
295
-95
4,964

Total
25,283
-696
995
-392
25,190

Other receivables
This item includes the receivable from Tyco Mallinckrodt B.V. regarding the payable lease terms for the Molybdeen building. The basis is an investment of EUR 20 million and a contract
for 20 years. The interest was revised in 2006 under a contractual provision based on which the lease price will be valued for the remaining terms (40 quarters). The outstanding receivable as at year-end 2007 was EUR 6,196. In 2008, an amount of EUR 652 will be repaid. This amount is included under current assets.

Provisions
The provisions below mostly are long term.
8 Provision for redundancy

This provision was formed to cover costs of staff redundancies ensuing from reorganizations. As in previous years, the annual interest addition was based on 5%.
Movements in the Other receivables were as follows:		
2007		
Balance as at 1 January		
6,420		
• Investments
347		
146
• Repayments
-571		
-618
• Transfer to current liabilities
-652
-876
-523

2006
7,415

Balance as at 31 December		

6,420

Specification of receivables according to term:
• Lease contract Tyco Molybdeen building

< 1 year
652

5,544		
> 1 yr < 5 yrs
2,944

Movements in this provision were as follows:
		
2007		
Balance as at 1 January		
736		
• Debit: withdrawal
-337		
-494
• Debit: release
-44		
-425
• Credit: addition
0		
0
• Credit: interest addition
35
-346
65

-995

Balance as at 31 December		

> 5 years
2,600
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Work in progress

6

Recap:
Work in progress
Provision for work in progress *

2007
17,105
-1,813

2006
14,158
-1,562

Balance as at 31 December

15,292

12,596

5

Receivables and prepaid expenses

Receivables and prepaid expenses are stated at face value net of the required provisions.
They expire within one year and comprise:
Summary:
Trade debtors
Receivables from participations
Other receivables

2007
17,609
495
5,164

2006
14,513
444
5,049

Balance as at 31 December

23,268

20,006

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash is freely disposable, with the exception of EUR 54,362 (see specification below).
The bonds are pledged to the maximum value of the credit facility extended by ING Bank,
which is EUR 15 million. A credit facility of EUR 4.5 million is available at ABN AMRO, for
which no security has been provided.

*) This provision is included in the balance sheet as credit.

7

Not freely disposable:
• ING Escrow account
• ING 6th and 7th framework accounts
• A dvance payment: grant from
Ministry of Economic Affairs 1st quarter 2008/2007
• Funds advanced for NRG projects
• Sale and lease back obligation WEF BV

2007
24,626
3,037

2006
23,937
4,995

10,177
14,883
1,638

10,133
12,205
1,638

Total

54,362

52,908

Group equity

-854
736

9 Provision for pension indexation

Current assets
4

390		

2006
1,590

Reference is made to the notes on equity in the company financial statements.

The (paid up) pension entitlements, accrued up to year-end 2006 by both active participants and former participants were deposited with Centraal Beheer Achmea (CBA), and
will remain insured by the latter. Effectively, the pension obligation as presented has the
character of ‘contributions to be paid to CBA’; this means it is not a self-administered
pension obligation. With the exception of the pension rights based on the pension rules
of 1964 (the pension rights with a fixed 3% annual increase), ECN and NRG will annually
index the aforementioned pension rights. The indexation will be financed separately from
the new pension regulation at ABP and is conditional. The pension regulation aims at
indexation at price index level, but is limited to what can be achieved in any year with the
disposable financial resources. For this reason, the indexation provisions in the various
pension schemes have been amended (unilaterally). This indexation method is applied to
achieve a near market-level result within the limited financial means.

To finance the indexation, the following financing is available, and/or ECN/NRG will make
the following financing available as from 2007:
• F or a period of 10 years, ECN/NRG will pay a fixed amount of EUR 2 million into the
deposit each year.
• F or a period of 10 years, a preferential allocation of the result of EUR 1 million will be
paid into the deposit each year. This allocation is conditional to sufficient positive result.
If the positive result is smaller than EUR 1 million, the full amount of the result will be
transferred to the deposit.
• F or a period of 10 years, 1/3 of a positive result between EUR 1 and EUR 4 million will
be paid into to the deposit each year. This payment is conditional to the result being
more than EUR 1 million.
• F or a period of 10 years, a payment of half of the positive result above EUR 4 million will
be paid to into the deposit each year. This payment is conditional to the result being
more than EUR 4 million.
• Result is defined as net consolidated result after taxes. Based on a discounted cash flow
analysis, at 5% interest, EUR 16.2 million was provided for at consolidated level in 2006
for the fixed annual payment of EUR 2 million. The division of this provision between
ECN (82,34%) and NRG (17,66%) is based on the ratio in the deposit as at year-end
2006. This ratio will not be revised.
The obligation for 2008 has been stated under current liabilities (see note 16).
Movements in this provision were as follows:
		
2007		
Balance as at 1 January
14,215		
• Debit: reclassification
-2,000		
-2,000
• Debit: release
0		
0
• Credit: addition
0		
15,997
• Credit: interest addition
712
-1,288
218

14,215

Balance as at 31 December

14,215

2006
0

77
12,927		

The reclassification of EUR 2,000 relates to transfer of the current portion to current
liabilities at year-end 2007. Interest at 5% has been added to the provision to enable
adjustment to the future price level. In 2007, an amount of EUR 3 million at consolidated
level was transferred to Centraal Beheer Achmea for the indexation. This enabled an
indexation of 0,948 per cent. This amount of EUR 3 million includes EUR 2 million in
defined contributions and an advance payment on the performance-linked payment for
2007 of EUR 1 million. This advance payment is included under current liabilities in the
balance sheets of NRG and ECN.

10 Provision for compensation on commencement of retirement

Article 24, paragraph 7 of the transitional regulation as included in the pension regulation
1999 on the compensation on commencement of retirement continues to be effective.
This compensation is based on a graduated scale linked to the years 2000 up to and
including 2018 and generates 3 monthly salaries in 2000 to 1.25 monthly salaries in 2018
on commencement of retirement. Under the same tax limitations applying to anniversary
and redundancy disbursements, this compensation is paid to employees who retire
straight after employment.
		
2007		
Balance as at 1 January 		
2,306		
• Debit: withdrawal
-381		
0
• Debit: release
0		
0
• Credit: addition
379		
2,306
• Credit: interest addition
115
113
0

2006
0

Balance as at 31 December 		

2,306

2,419		

Balance as at 31 December 		

2,056		

13 Provision for radioactive waste

2006
2,317
2,247
4,564

12 Provision for long service awards

This provision is formed for payment of future long service awards. Movements in this
provision were as follows:
2,306

11 Provision for Job-Related Discharge Regulation (RBF) (formerly: FLO)

Employees working in shifts were entitled to early retirement under the regulation on
job-related discharge from service dictated by age (FLO) as from the age of 57.5. Due to
changes in law, this regulation is now terminated. A new regulation has been agreed in
consultation with the respective employees.
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Movements in this provision were as follows:
		
2007		
Balance as at 1 January 		
4,564		
• Debit: withdrawal
-3,388		
-127
• Credit: addition
844		
2,253
• Credit: interest addition
36
-2,508
121

Under the new Job-Related Discharge Regulation (Regeling Bezwarende Functies) a
personal budget is granted for years of service in a strenuous job. With this budget,
employees can accrue life-cycle savings under the a life-cycle savings regulation, which
can be withdrawn to finance life-cycle leave prior to the pensionable age. In addition, a
transitional regulation has been provided for current employees. Consultations with the
tax administration about this new regulation are still ongoing. This transitional regulation
governs the granting of personal budgets over past service years in strenuous jobs, and
provides compensation in the form of additional leave entitlements on a per age-cohort
basis. A provision has been included in connection with this regulation. This provision is
based on a worst case scenario, assuming that the tax administration will consider parts
of the transitional regulation inadmissible under tax law and impose penalties of 26 per
cent and 52 per cent, respectively, with respect to the leave entitlements granted.
The withdrawal from this provision consists of two parts: payments to the existing group
of beneficiaries under the former FLO regulation, and payments to the present employees
in the form of personal budgets under the new RBF regulation. Payments relating to the
personal budgets totalled EUR 3,239 up to and including 2006 and were charged to the
provision. Also the costs incurred for the existing beneficiaries during the year under
review (EUR 149) were charged to the provision. The personal budgets for 2007 were
charged to the regular annual staff costs of ECN-Brandweer and NRG-HFR. The original
annual additions of EUR 113 (ECN) and EUR 226 (NRG) were cancelled.

Movements in this provision were as follows:
		
2007		
Balance as at 1 January
1,048		
• Debit: withdrawal
-24		
-53
• Credit: addition
24		
53
• Credit: interest addition
36
36
34
Balance as at 31 December 		

1,084		

2006
1,014
34
1,048

The provision remained unchanged compared to 2006 except for the addition of interest,
as there were hardly any changes in the staff who are to benefit from this provision.

This provision is intended for the costs of future treatment and storage of radioactive
waste.
Movements in this provision were as follows:		
2007		
Balance as at 1 January 		
56,499		
• Debit: withdrawal
-1,896		
-1,313
• Credit: addition
7,165		
766
• Credit: interest addition
2,864
8,133
2,730

2006
54,316

Balance as at 31 December 		

56,499

64,632		

2,183

In 2007, EUR 1,896 was released from the provision. The increase compared to 2006 was
due to the rise in preparatory costs for the treatment of historic waste.
An amount of EUR 7,165 was added to the provision, primarily as a result of increases in
the costs for
• t reatment and discharge of historic waste, predominantly as more preparations and
transports appeared to be required;
• d ismantling and decommissioning the radiological laboratories based on a new system
developed by the IAEA;
• u sing the HABOG, as it has been taken into account that waste will be transferred from
Petten for a longer period of time.
The additional costs are largely financed by third-party contributions.
14 Provision for major maintenance

Movements in this provision were as follows:		
2007		
Balance as at 1 January		
3,319		
• Debit: withdrawal
-1,261		
-752
• Debit: release
0		
0
• Credit: addition
1,200
-61
700

2006
3,371

Balance as at 31 December		

3,319

15 Balance as at 1 January

• Debit: withdrawal
• Credit: addition
• Credit: interest addition
• Debit: release
Balance as at 31 December

3,258		

The provision for major maintenance serves to equalise the maintenance costs of the
buildings over the years, based on an LT maintenance plan. In the past years, a backlog
on this maintenance plan arose. Based on the findings of a report issued by DHV/TEMID
in 2006 following a survey of overdue maintenance and (major) maintenance to be performed over a period of 10 years, the provision formed was revised critically. This revision
of the provision up to and including 2015 resulted in an extra addition of EUR 500 during
the year under review, on top of the usual annual addition of EUR 700.
15 Provision for Work in Progress and other provisions

The item ‘Other provisions’ includes the provisions for ‘Renovation of Lead Cells’, ‘DWT
sludge storage’ and other provisions. A separate provision has also been formed to
correct Work in progress, to cover a possible risk of a budget overruns in projects on
progress.
The provision for cleaning and maintenance of lead cells was formed for the lead cells in
the Hot Cell Laboratories (HCL). The provision has the character of a provision for repair
costs and is based on historical figures relating to the cleaning costs per cell. No fixed
date has been set for the cleaning of the lead cells.
The sludge basin contains 440 barrels of sludge from the waste treatment plant. Up to
and including 2003, it was expected that these barrels could be processed in the near
future. However, the currently available capacity is insufficient to process sludge from
prior years. The part whose processing and transport has been delayed for several years
has been accounted for under long-term provisions. At the current price level, transport
to the COVRA would cost EUR 544.
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Work		
in progress		
1,562		
0		
251		
0		
0		

Renovation
lead cells
545
0
0
0
0

1,813		

545

Other provisions:
Storage
Miscellaneous
DWT sludge
in 2007
519
419
0
0
25
580
0
0
0
-50
544

949

Total
1,483
0
605
0
-50
2,038

16 Current liabilities

Current liabilities are specified as follows:		
1. Deferred income from third parties		
2. A ccounts payable related to deliveries and services from
third parties		
3. Taxes
• Corporate income tax		
• Turnover tax		
• Wage tax		
4. O ther personnel costs
• Pension charges		
• Reservation for holiday allowance and leave balances		
• Other personnel charges		
5. O ther liabilities and accrued expenses
• Deferred payments related to the storage of uranium filters
• Funds advanced for 6th framework accounts		
• Miscellaneous liabilities		
• Payable to co-contractors of projects		

2007
26,373

2006
25,512

10,081

10,701

157
2
2,813

455
-139
1,655

16,973
6,714
1,813

8,306
6,038
1,989

0
3,037
2,535
5,843

494
4,995
3,192
6,425

Balance as at 31 December		

76,341

69,623

Current liabilities are to be settled within a single financial year.

Off-balance sheet commitments
Obligations

a)	A s a partner to the partnership firm NRG and ECN Windturbine Testpark Wieringermeer
CV, Stichting ECN is jointly and severally liable for the debts of the partners.
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b)	In 2004, ECN received funds from the Ministry of Economic Affairs totalling over EUR
15.8 million and in 2006, it received an amount of EUR 8.1 million from the Ministry.
Both payments served to defray the costs of work related to the disposal of radioactive
waste. If due to circumstances, ECN is not able to perform the work itself, or commission
the work to third parties under its supervision, it is obliged to repay the non-disbursed
amount to the Ministry of Economic Affairs. The payments from the Escrow account
that has been opened for this purpose may be solely be remitted, if the payment orders
are signed by both parties (the Ministry of Economic Affairs and ECN).
c)	T he site was acquired in 1957 through a long-term lease from the Dutch Forestry
Commission. In 1996, the lease term was extended from 2007 to 2032. The annual
ground rent was set at EUR 194 per year in 2003, to be indexed every 3 years based
on the consumer price index, ‘all households’ series. As at 1 January 2006, the annual
ground rent was re-established at EUR 204 for the new period 2006-2008.
d)	During the financial year 2003, ECN Windturbine Testpark Wieringermeer CV, whollyowned by Wind Energy Facilities BV, itself a wholly-owned subsidiary of ECN, entered
into a sale and lease-back agreement to finance a wind turbine testing field in which
large wind turbines will be tested for offshore locations. The ensuing annual lease
commitment is EUR 1,632 from 2004 to 2012 (see also under f).

e)	O n 5 July 2007, ECN and NRG were summoned by the Association of Ex-Employees
of ENC & NRG (OMEN). OMEN has applied for a declaratory judgement that ECN et.
al. did not have the power to change the indexation provisions in the pension schemes
relating to the former employees of ECN. In 2006, the indexation provisions were
changed for both active and non-active persons and indexation was made conditional
following a previous court decision in which these provisions were regarded unconditional. The court decision could result in a financial emergency for ECN/NRG, since
unconditional indexation under the applicable accounting principles requires recognition of a very substantial expense. The written proceedings have now been
completed. The court will decide whether an expert opinion is required, a meeting is
to be held in chambers or witnesses are to be heard.
f) Specification of contractual obligations undertaken:
Description
Rent for premises in Arnhem
Lease of cars
NIB WEF BV lease commitment
ECN – WEF scale park lease
Nashuatec
Asito
Pre Ned Beveiliging

< 1 year
559
120
1,632
180
170
353
720
3,734

>1 yr <5 yrs
354
167
6,528
720
250
1,058
2,160
11,237

>5 yrs
0
0
3,264
0
0
0
0
3,264

g)	T he Tax Authorities in Alkmaar informed ECN by letter that positions will be clarified,
and it will further investigate if ECN qualifies as an ‘entrepreneur’ in the sense of
the Turnover Tax Act. The tax administration proposed that from 2004, ECN itself
would be held responsible for assessing whether the activities referred to in current
discussions should be covered by the VAT system or not.
h)	ECN has entered into a joint venture agreement with DHI Water and Environment and
VanderBilt University on the subject of LeachXS, a software application that is being
developed, with the intention of jointly marketing the application as a product. Work
on a new release of this software was performed in 2007. This release is expected to
be marketed early in 2008. Any income realised so far has directly been spent on
development activities. Both the number of user and the applications are expected to
increase in 2008.

Bank guarantees provided

As at the balance sheet date, ECN had provided bank guarantees for an aggregate
amount of EUR 1,490 through ABN AMRO.

Transactions with affiliated parties

The partners in the firm agreed that if the need arises, NRG will be granted one or more
subordinated loans of no more than EUR 2,813 from ECN and EUR 1,532 from ECN
Nucleair B.V. to reinforce its equity and the cash positions. These loans may be drawn in
the future.
ECN and NRG perform work one for the other. These transactions are eliminated in
the consolidated accounts and relate to services by ECN arising from a joint use of
accommodation, infrastructure (networks and telephone), security, accounting services
and other services. NRG on the other hand, performs services in the area of decontamination of buildings and similar services. Fees and fixed rates are agreed per year and
documented.
In the financial year, the following transactions were effected between affiliated parties:
•	For a total amount of EUR 9,629 (2006: EUR 6,120) between ECN and NRG for transactions
primarily relating to the charging-on of the joint use of infrastructure (EUR 6,393 / 2006:
EUR 5,800), services from the E&S unit after directly placed orders (EUR 1,132 / 2006:
EUR 1,041), share in corporate staff services (EUR 911 / 2006: EUR 410), share in project
facilities (EUR 929), and orders placed directly by NRG (EUR 264).
•	For a total amount of EUR 976 (2006: EUR 1,449) between ECN and WEF BV and SunLab
BV for transactions primarily relating to the costs of engaging managers for WEF and ECN.
•	Transactions between ECN and SunLab relating primarily to the charging-on of the
costs of joint use of infrastructure. Costs are charged at the rates for the internal costs
allocation applying at ECN.
At the end of the financial year, the following total of mutual receivables and debts
remained:
• A total of EUR 7,198 (2006: EUR 9,157) between ECN and NRG
• A total of EUR 115 (2006: EUR 3,523) between ECN and WEF BV and SunLab BV.

Notes to the consolidated statement of income
Operating income
17 Financing from the State of the Netherlands

		

2007		

2006

• Basic, Engine and Knowledge funding		
• Programme and Cooperative funding		

13,708		
28,433		

13,991
30,589

Total		

42,141		

44,580

The financing from the Ministry of Economic Affairs comprises subsidies from the Ministry
of Economic Affairs, the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment
granted in 2007. These subsidies are recognized in the financial year for which they were
granted. The firm has to prove every year that the funds were spent lawfully. Based on
the assessment of the respective ministries, part of the subsidies that have been granted
may be deducted from future subsidies.
The income received include the EZS funds received by NRG, totalling EUR 9,336, the
Knowledge and Program Financing received by ECN based on agreements made in 2005,
totalling EUR 30,227, and the funds received from the Ministry of Housing, Spatial
Planning and the Environment (VROM) totalling EUR 2,578 (2006: EUR 2,542).
18 Third party assignments and other funds

		
2007		
Third-party assignments		
72,930		
Increase / decrease in work in progress
2,947		
3,214
Provision for WIP
1,813		
1,562
		
4,760		
Total		
77,690		

2006
63,492
4,776
68,268

Third-party assignments include income from 100% third-party assignments, or the part
performed by third-parties of joint assignments under partnership agreements. The latter
part together with the part financed by ECN itself from the EZ funds comprises the total
of the assignments performed under partnership agreements. Third parties include the
assignments commissioned by SenterNovem on behalf of the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, assignments commissioned by the EU and other such assignments.
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Specification of third-party assignments, including increase / decrease of
work in progress, by client:
		
Domestic trade and industry sector		
Domestic energy sector 		
European Commission		
Foreign trade and industry sector		
Government agencies		
Technological institutes		
SenterNovem etc.		

2007		
27,758		
2,567		
19,520		
14,048		
2,564		
1,698		
9,535		

2006
23,410
3,411
18,799
12,122
2,761
1,881
5,884

Total		

77,690		

68,268

19 Capitalized corporate production

Capitalized corporate production comprises operating expenses for work carried out by
the company’s own staff and with its own operating assets, credited or debited to investments or provisions.
		
2007		
2006
Movable assets		
323		
416
Immovable assets 		
212		
189
Radioactive waste		
1,476		
1,031
Major maintenance and other provisions		
340		
189
		

2,351		

Operating expenses

22 Depreciation tangible fixed assets

21 Wages and salaries, social security and pension charges

		
2007		
1. Permanent employment contract
44,460		
38,896
2. Other personnel charges
10,741		
12,877
		
55,201		
3. Social security contributions		
2,061		
4. Pension charges		
11,316		

Total		

2006
51,773
2,472
20,641

68,578		

74,886

2007		
727,7		

2006
738,4

124,6		

86,6

Financial year total average		

852,3		

825,0

2006
2,573
1,517

Total

4,382

4,090

2007
30,391
14,556
3,979
183
1,200
2,665
5

2006
27,505
13,457
2,773
-123
700
766
-150

52,979

44,928

2007
3,080
-5,063

2006
3,199
-4,019

-1,983

-820

2007
736
1,555
93
696

2006
760
999
42
1,398

3,080

3,199

2007
212
35
2,864
115
36
36
712
368
685

2006
208
65
2,730
0
34
121
218
596
47

5,063

4,019

Other operating expenses

• Projects
• Cost centers
• Staffing agency workers and seconded employees
• Movement and release bad debt provision
• Addition provision for major maintenance
• Movement provision for radioactive waste
• Release remaining provisions

24 Financial income and expenses

• Interest and similar income
• Interest and similar expenses

Note: The figures reported above do not include temporary employees working through
staffing agencies.

1,825

20 Other operating income
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2007
2,570
1,812

23 This comprises:

Employees:
Average number of employees (FTEs):
		
• Permanent employment contracts		
• Temporary employment contracts
(including doctoral students)		

This item is specified as follows:
• Buildings, installations, fixtures and land facilities
• Instruments and other inventory

Interest income

Other operating income is income from licenses (EUR 743) and income from the lease
of the Molybdeen facility. The latter item progresses parallel with the depreciation on
the facility in accordance with ECN’s accounting method. The difference between the
charges to Tyco based on an annuities calculation (EUR 146), and the depreciation
determined according to the straight-line method (EUR 19), is reported under financial
fixed assets. The proceeds of WEF BV from income received from the lease of prototypes
(EUR 614), the re-delivery of energy to the public grid of Eneco and Enerq (EUR 5,136),
and the result of settlement with the Ministry of Economic Affairs relating to ‘prior years’
are also reported under this item.

Interest payments bonds
Interest payments current account/giro
Result on the sale of bonds
Other interest income

Interest expenses
Interest compensation current account/giro
Addition of interest provision for redundancy costs
Addition of interest provision for radioactive waste
Addition of interest provision for severance pay
Addition of interest provision for long service awards
Addition of interest provision Job-related Discharge Regulation
Addition transitional law retirement regulation
Impairment securities
Other interest expenses

25

Taxes

The nominal tax rate was 25,5% in 2007 (2006: 29,6%). The effective tax rate is 15,0%
(2006: 7,5%). The difference between the nominal and effective tax burden arises from
the exemption of corporate income tax applicable to Stichting ECN. The reported tax
burden concerns the activities of ECN Wind Energy Facilities BV and SunLab BV.
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Company balance sheet of ECN as at 31 December
(in EUR x 1,000)
(before appropriation of profit)

Assets		
Fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets
Financial fixed assets
• Participations in group companies
• Other participations
• Securities
• Other receivables

26

Cash and cash equivalents
TOTAL
Liabilities
Equity
Foundation capital
Statutory reserve
Other reserves
Unallocated result
Provisions
Provision for redundancy
Provision for radioactive waste
Provision for indexation of pensions
Provision compensation commencement of retirement
Provision for Job-Related Discharge Regulation (RBF)
Provision for long service awards
Provision for major maintenance
Provision for work in progress
Other provisions
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Debts to group companies
Debts to other participations
Taxes and social security contributions
Deferred income third parties
Pension liabilities
Other social security charges and personnel costs
Other liabilities and accrued expenses
Debts to credit institutions
TOTAL

2006

22,588

21,953

10,603
597
25,190
5,544
64,522

8,325
811
25,283
6,420
62,792

10,987
6,398
495
6,683
210
4,433
29,206

9,320
2,242
444
5,529
267
4,049
21,851

42,699

50,528

136,427

135,171
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45
561
8,206
2,514
11,326

45
779
8,933
-945
8,812

2006

32,805
29,655
1,667
9,008

35,471
23,997
1,051
8,745

73,135

69,264

2,350
2,975

1,766
784

78,460

71,814

35,913
1,240
7,718
3,555
0
25,942
1,597

32,242
1,592
17,257
3,325
810
20,840
1,453

75,965

77,519

Operating income

2,495

-5,705

Financial income and expenses

-2,368

-1,248

127

-6,953

0

0

127

-6,953

2,387

6,008

2,514

-945

Operating income:
Income
• Funds from the State of the Netherlands
• Assignments and other funds
• Increase/decrease of work in progress
• Income at group companies

Capitalized corporate production
Other operating income

Operating expenses:
Personnel costs: Wages
Social security contributions
Pension charges
Depreciation
Impairment intangible fixed assets
Other operating expenses
Outsourcing to group companies
Total operating expenses

Profit on ordinary operations before taxation

736
53,695
11,705
2,306
1,098
715
3,319
579
419
74,572

4,994
1,748
0
1,678
15,728
11,325
5,234
3,662
44,369

6,053
2,759
132
820
15,748
5,119
4,664
5,341
40,636

1,230

11,151

136,427

135,171

The company financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the provisions in Title 9, Book 2, of the Netherlands Civil Code.

Accounting principles

The company financial statements have been prepared based on the accounting principles disclosed in the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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Participations in group companies

Movements in participations were as follows:		
Balance as at 1 January		
Credit: correction of initial capital		
Debit: acquisitions		
Debit: income from participations		
Credit: dividends / funds received		

2007
8,325
0
0
3,315
-1,037

2006
5,378
-5
1,290
2,669
-1,007

Balance as at 31 December		

10,603

8,325

Foundation
capital

Statutory
reserve

Other
reserves

Unallocated
result

Total
equity

Balance as at 1 January 2006
Allocation of 2005 result
Result after taxation 2006
Composition statutory reserve for participations

45
0
0
0

875
0
0
-96

4,418
4,419
0
96

4,419
-4,419
-945
0

9,757
0
-945
0

Balance as at 31 December 2006

45

779

8,933

-945

8,812

0
0
0

0
-218
0

-945
218
0

945
0
2,514

0
0
2,514

45

561

8,206

2,514

11,326

Equity

Allocation of 2006 result
Composition of statutory reserve for participations
Result after taxation 2007
Balance as at 31 December 2007

The statutory reserve concerns a reserve for ‘retained earnings of participations’
Taxation on result from ordinary operations
Profit on ordinary operations after taxation

390
60,074
10,644
2,419
458
751
3,258
559
949
79,502

Notes to ECN’s company financial statements

2007

Total operating income

Current assets
Work in progress
Receivables from group companies
Receivables from other participations
Trade debtors
Inventories
Other receivables
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2007

ECN company statement of income (in EUR x 1,000)

Income from participations
Net result

Minority interest in group result

Due to the take-over by ECN of the 30% interest of Kema Nucleair BV, presently called ECN Nucleair BV, in the general partnership NRG v.o.f. at year end 2006, ECN indirectly owns
100% NRG v.o.f.

Off-balance commitments

a) A s a partner of the general partnership NRG, Stichting ECN is jointly and severally liable for the debts of this general partnership.
b) ECN and NRG perform work for each other. These transactions have been eliminated in the consolidated statements. It was agreed with NRG that, if necessary to strengthen its equity and
possibly improve its liquidity, it could avail itself of credits that will be provided in the form of one or more subordinated loans by the partners up to a maximum amount of EUR 2,813.

Other notes and signing of the financial statements
Remuneration for (former) directors and Supervisory Board members

In 2007, EUR 316 (2006: EUR 338) was debited to the Stichting and its group companies for the remuneration of directors of the Stichting.
In 2007, EUR 65 (2006: EUR 65) was debited to the Stichting and its group companies for the remuneration of Supervisory Board members of the legal entity.

Signing of the financial statements
Petten, the Netherlands, 18 March 2008
Prof. drs. R.F.M. Lubbers
Chairman of the Supervisory Board

Dr. A.B.M. Hoff
Chairman of the Board of Directors of ECN
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Other information
Auditor’s report

Reference is made to the auditor’s report included below.

Provisions in the Articles of Association regarding allocation
of the result

As generating a profit is not the primary aim of the Stichting Energieonderzoek Centrum
Nederland, no provisions on profit appropriation have been included in the Articles of
Association. The result realised in any financial year is therefore added to the other
reserves of the Stichting.

Allocation of the result for the financial year 2006

The 2007 financial statements were adopted by the Supervisory Board on 18 March 2008.
The Supervisory Board determined the allocation of the result 2006 in accordance with
the proposal.

Proposal for the allocation of the result for the financial
year 2007

The Board of Directors proposes to the Supervisory Board that the profit for the financial
year of EUR 2,514 be added to the other reserves.

Post balance sheet events Post balance sheet events
No post balance sheet events occurred.
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Auditor’s report

To the Supervisory Board and the Board of managing directors of Stichting Energieonderzoek
Centrum Nederland, having its registered offices in Petten, The Netherlands.

Report on the financial statements

We have audited the financial statements 2007 of Stichting Energieonderzoek Centrum
Nederland, Petten, the Netherlands, as included in this report, which comprise the
consolidated and company balance sheet as at 31 December 2007 and the consolidated
and company statement of income for the year then ended and the notes.

Management’s responsibility

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial
statements and for the preparation of the Directors’ report, both in accordance with Part
9 of Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil Code. This responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation
of the financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting
estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor’s responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with Dutch law. This law requires that we comply
with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of
the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position
of Stichting Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland as at 31 December 2007 and of its
result for the year then ended in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Netherlands
Civil Code.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements

Pursuant to the legal requirement under 2:393 sub 5 part e of the Netherlands Civil Code,
we report, to the extent of our competence, that the Directors’ report is consistent with
the financial statements as required by 2:391 sub 4 of the Netherlands Civil Code.
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, 18 March 2008
Deloitte Accountants B.V.
signed by: P.J. Bommel
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